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ACT ONE THE WONDERMENT BY THE WILLOWS AND THE
RETURN OF THE ZITHER

SETTING:

At the bottom of Tiger Hill by West Lake

Curtain Raiser: The beginning of paizi
Ga Lun-Yi (CARRIES A DRIED CALABASH OF WINE, DISEMBARKS
A PLEASURE BOAT, raps in bak-laam):
Rather be a servant in an official household,
than a commoner leading a peaceful life.
My master is the imperial advisor Master Ga,
whose two meanings in life are wine and women.
He neglects the siege of Sheung Yeung city,
and concerns himself only with buying and keeping concubines.
He has already seven wives at home,
but he is still not satisfied.
Hence he adds twenty-nine concubines,
to bring his number of women to a grand thirty-six.
The latest recruit is Lee Wai-Neung,
who is beautiful and aloof in equal measure.
As she appears pale and thin,
the wedding has not yet taken place.
Today I am wandering around West Lake,
carrying with me some wine.
Having parked my boat, I go horse riding for deer hunting.
Wai-Neung is staying on the boat,
leaning by the fence and breaks into tears every now and then.
I steal half a day for leisure:
I am going to the Embroidery Valley to buy some wine.

(LEAVES FROM STAGE RIGHT.)
Melancholic music to start on the plucked lute pipa
Lee Wai-Neung (ENTERS FROM STAGE RIGHT; BOARDS THE OFFICIAL
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BOAT. LOOKS AT THE WILLOWS WAVING UNDER THE WIND.
TURNS SENTIMENTAL; sighs):
Threatened by the autumn wind,
when will the willows stop wavering and bending?
The peaches are so scared of the violent rain;
they dropped into the lake even before being buffeted.
(gwunfa):
The charming flower has yet to be picked by a talented young man,
but its fragrance fades after it is sold.
(TEMPLE BELLS AT A DISTANCE.)
Wai-Neung (continues with gwunfa):
Temple bells are suddenly heard on the guest boat;
their ringing breaks my sweet dream.
Rather be a nun than a concubine!
I’d rather get shaved and be out of this world,
than to be a decorative display in the Hall of Great Pleasure!
The Chancellor has not yet returned from hunting.
As the evening smoke rises from the willow banks,
I shall run towards the hill and relieve myself....
(LOOKS AROUND, LEAVES QUICKLY FROM STAGE LEFT)
Woodblock (IN ACCOMPANIMENT): starts slowly, accelerating gradually
Gong-Sin (SEES WHAT IS HAPPENING AND CALLS FROM THE BOAT):
Wai-Neung!
Wai-Neung (DUMBFOUND AT HAVING HER MOVEMENT TRACKED.
BURIES FACE AND WEEPS.)
Gong-Sin (WALKS DOWN FROM THE BOAT SLOWLY TOWARDS LEE WAI3

NEUNG, ADDRESSES HER GENTLY):
Wai-Neung!
Wai-Neung (RESPONDS IN WEEPING VOICE):
Sister Gong-Sin!
Gong-Sin (SIGHS):
Ai! Sister Wai-Neung!
(mukyu in yifan mode):
Don’t you know how difficult it is for a caged bird to fly?
Wai-Neung (SOBS; continues with singing):
How can a slim waist like mine stand up to the nightly wind?
Gong-Sin (continues with singing):
I wonder why a beautiful a flower like you would consent to staying in
a lion’s den?
Wai-Neung (SOBS; continues with singing):
Who that sells her body does not do so out of poverty?
(more crisply)
I regret not having money to feed my mother.
What I have, hundreds of scrolls of books and a zither, do no help!
My beauty is only reserved for the one who really loves and understands me.
Who would have anticipated that I now dress up for someone who has no
appreciation of my beauty?
(BREKAS DOWN IN TEARS; INCONSOLABLE)
Gong-Sin (A BIT TAKEN BY SURPRISE):
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Wai-Neung!
Well, are you suggesting that you already had someone who loved you,
before you entered the Chancellor’s household then?
Wai-Neung:
Nobody, boy or man, has ever entered my maiden chamber.
Gong-Sin:
Oh I see;
yet, if no-one has ever been to your maiden chamber,
why did you suggest a lady should dress up for only those who
appreciate her beauty?
Wai-Neung:
Sister Gong-Sin, for so-called maidens-in-their-chamber,
who wouldn’t think of ideal lovers, talented and capable?
Once, in my dreams,
I looked for the one I would feel for. He seemed to be, seemed to be …
(SHOWS SOME SHYNESS)
Gong-Sin (BRIGHTENS UP; SMILES):
Seemed to be what sort?
Li Wai-Neung (gwunfa without prelude):
He seemed to be a young man preparing for his civil examination –
Certainly not a silver-haired seventy-something.
How could I bear to compete for favour and pleasure among
other concubines in drunken scenes!
Gong-Sin (WITH AIR OF RESIGNATION):
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Sigh!
(gwunfa)
How do I feel about days when nice ladies yearn for love –
Precisely, my shattered dream!
As charming as morning dew and evening clouds,
our beauty matters not,
she and I did our best to preserve ourselves,
only to become spare lovers.
(PITIES HERSELF AND WEEPS)
Wai-Neung (SOBS; slow woodblock):
Sister, sister,
I long for love,
but love cannot be bothered with me.
Even when I don’t mind being a concubine,
I still wish to be a loving companion for a scholar.
I never expected myself to serve by the pillow of the wicked Chancellor,
like food debris stuck in between tiger teeth…
Gong-Sin (SHOCKED, LOOKS AROUND, STOPS Wai-Neung RIGHT AWAY,
AND BEGS):

Wai-Neung, Wai-Neung, be aware that you are in a cage,
and you must not disclose such feelings.
The Chancellor is very jealous and suspicious.
It is unnecessary to indulge in mouthing off.
That would put you at risk of going through the pain of being killed.
Wai-Neung (EXTREMELY MOVED, SAYS RELUCTANTLY):
Sister, sister, when I first boarded the pleasure boat,
I saw ladies of all shapes;
they are all grass of little virtue and loyalty.
None was a sympathetic soul.
Only you, sister, have my trust;
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I can speak to only you unreservedly.
Sister, Sister, I would rather suffer a true death with my purity intact,
than to seek a fake life at the side of an old kind.
Gong-Sin (gong stroke; fast woodblock; SHOCKED WITH EYES WIDE-OPEN.
WAVES HAND, haugu in weeping voice):
Wai-Neung, Sister Wai-Neung,
I saw concubines slaughtered and harassed in the Chancellor’s residence,
terrified and heartbroken.
Sister, you are the one who dwells in my heart.
Please could you not break it again by leaving me with such pain in
my dreams?
(HIDES FACE; WEEPS.)
Wai-Neung (MOVED BY THE LOVE AND PITY. COMFORTS Gong-Sin
SLOWLY):
Sister, you have absolutely no need to be heart-broken for me.
Sigh!
Things will be fine!
(haugu)
How rare it is to have someone who understands you in life!
Although I have yet to experience the intimacy between man and woman,
I have now tasted the love between sisters.
Sister, I would not allow your heart break for me.
It is fine, I will stop having suicidal thoughts and put up with my plight.
Gong-Sin (SMILE EMERGES FROM HER TEARFUL FACE. HOLDS WaiNeung’s HANDS EMOTIVELY.):
Sister!
(gwunfa)
In no way am I trying to talk you into throwing your arms at
the Chancellor…
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Just that snow, however arrogant,
would have to melt eventually under sunlight.
Why don’t we prepare wine in front of the Pleasure Boat,
so that the Chancellor can enjoy it under the lamp?
Pipa: starts melancholic tune
Gong-Sin (WALKS ALONG, SPEAKS GENTLY):
Sister, have you heard that small lamps will be put out by the wind?
When waves are big, it is difficult to sail fast.
No matter how durable the red plum is in the cold,
it cannot resist the violent snow storm.
As long as we and the corrupt are not one
we may survive these difficult days…
Oh no!
Wai-Neung (SIGHS SADLY):
Sigh…
(FOLLOWS Gong-Sin, BOARDS THE PLEASURE BOAT ON STAGE RIGHT.)

CHANGE OF SETTING: NOW EVENING WITH RISING MOON.
Pui Yu (ENTERS FROM STAGE LEFT. Naamyam as introduction):
Inviting is the fresh redness under the willows;
it draws a flock of bees.
Enjoying the willows at Tiger Hill now I am,
I have brought along my zither to lessen my loneliness during my sojourn.
In heavy wind and frost,
the willows are waving with the bankside maple leaves.
For whom do the flowers offer such fresh fragrance, I wonder?
I look ahead from the broken bridge.
(STEPS ONTO THE STONE BRIDGE, HOLDING HIS ZITHER. TAKES A
VIEW OF THE SCENERY.)
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Wai-Neung (HOLDS A RED PLATE CARRYING WINE FLASKS.
BOARDS THE PLEASURE BOAT; continues the song ON THE BOAT):
Let the wind blow at the fresh willows.
Let the violent rain break the flowers in mist.
I can no longer hold back my tears.
Let the flowers fall piece by piece into the Choh River and decorate it
with redness.
(PLACES THE WINE SET AT THE END OF THE PLEASURE BOAT.
INADVERTANTLY TAKES A LOOK AT THE BRIDGE.)
Pipa: stroke followed by quick rolls
Pui Yu (ALSO LOOKS AT THE PLEASURE BOAT. MAKES EYE
CONTACT WITH Wai-Neung).
slow woodblock starts
(Wai-Neung AS IF WOKEN FROM A DREAM, SHYS AWAY BY LOWERING
HER HEAD TO ARRANGE PLATES AND CUPS.)
(Pui Yu EMBARRASSED TOO; STOPS STARING.)
Wai-Neung (STOPS SUDDENLY; AT A LOSS, AT STAGE FRONT):
Oh!...
While I was searching for a partner in my dream, the
one in my dreams seems to be.…seems to be…
(QUIETLY BRUSHES WILLOWS ASIDE, PEEPS AT THE BRIDGE AGAIN.)
(Pui Yu UNWILLING TO GIVE UP EITHER; BRUSHES WILLOW ASIDE
TO PEEP AT THE PLEASURE BOAT. EYES MEET Li Wai-Neung’s)
gong stroke
Pipa: starts strong and rapid melody
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Woodblock: accompanies with accelerating strokes
Wai-Neung (COY LIKE A BIRD, WORKS WITH HER HEAD LOWERED.)

Pui Yu (ALSO EMBARRASSED. CASTS SIGHT ELSEWHERE.)
Pipa: turns soft; plays music with short notes, in a teasing and flirting mood
Pui Yu (DAZED, AT STAGE EDGE):
Ah!...While I was searching for a partner in my dreams,
the one in my dream seems to be…seems to be…
(BRUSHES WILLOWS ASIDE; PEEPS AGAIN.)
Wai-Neung (UNWILLING TO DEPART EITHER. BRUSHES ASIDE THE
WILLOWS TO TAKE YET ANOTHER PEEP AT THE BRIDGE.)
Pipa: starts strong and rapid melody
Woodblock: accompanies with accelerating strokes
Wai-Neung (FAILS TO KEEP HER SHYNESS. HIDES FACE UNDER
SLEEVES; PREPARES TO TAKE OFF.)
Pui Yu (CANNOT HELP BUT BURSTS OUT):
Lady!
Li Wai-Neung (TURNS BACK, STOPS.)
Pui Yu (haugu):
Lady, the broken bridge is up there,
and the Pleasure Boat is down here.
What pity it is,
the peonies are shadowed by mist,
and the hibiscuses are separated by the lowering willows.
Could the nymph descend from the clouds,
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so that the mortal can sketch her beauty in silence,
and bring the sketch home for worship?
Wai-Neung (BACK FACES Pui Yu; slow woodblock):
(haugu):
Scholar!
Up in the sky hangs the bright moon;
Down here on Earth grow green lotuses.
Knowing that the moon is all but unreachable,
why dive right into the heart of the river hoping to embrace the moon?
Could you please quickly return to the guest house,
work hard with your books, forget all your lofty thoughts,
and try your best to come first in the civil examination?
(ABOUT TO LEAVE.)
Pui Yu (BURSTS OUT DESPERATELY):
Lady! Lady!
(QUICKLY STEPS DOWN FROM THE BROKEN BRIDGE; PUTS ZITHER ON
THE STONY BLOCK UNDER THE WILLOWS. THEN, BOWS TOWARDS
THE PLEASURE BOAT; haugu):

My fair lady! Heaven decides fate,
but humans decide chances of encounters.
Since you have already brushed the willows aside,
and there are feelings between us,
why be so mean to hide your fair face,
and torture me with mere fantasies?
(BOWS AGAIN)
Lady, please come down from the Pleasure Boat!
Lady, please come down from the Pleasure Boat.
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Wai-Neung (BACK STILL FACES Pui Yu; COMPLAINS LIGHTLY, haugu):
Woodblock: accompanying slow strokes
Idiotic scholar!
Heaven decides disaster or luck;
but human beings decide whether to pick them up.
Kindly notice the flag of the Pleasure Boat,
and waste no futile bows on the lady.
(SNAPS HER SLEEVES LIGHTLY)
Pui Yu (NERVOUS, THOUGH DARING; DISREGARDS THE FLAG):
If the lady would not get down from the Pleasure Boat,
I shall bow endlessly.
(BOWS TO THE PLEASURE BOAT.)
Pipa: music starts; small gong in accompaniment
(Wai-Neung TURNS BACK, LAUGHS, LEAVES; slow woodblock; CROSSES
THE PLANK; READY TO ENTER CABIN, BUT SUDDENLY STOPS. COMES
DOWN FROM THE PLEASURE BOAT; BOWS BACK TO Pui Yu.)
(Pui Yu HAS NOT STOPPED BOWING.)
(Wai-Neung STUNNED; COULD NOT HELP BUT LAUGH.)
(Pui Yu REALISES Wai-Neung’s PRESENCE. LOOKS UP; SPOTS TEARS ON
HER FACE.)
(Wai-Neung BOWS LIGHTLY TO Pui Yu)
(Pui Yu RETURNS BOW. FREEZES AND LOST IN WORDS.)
(Wai-Neung UNCOMFORTABLE; TURNS BACK TO HIDE FACE BEHIND
WILLOWS. PLAYS WITH HER RIBBONS.)
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Pui Yu begins ancient tune “Night Rain on Banana leaves by the Window”:
I am struck by the charming lady,
who faces the spring breeze with sadness.
Holding a jade ribbon and playing with it quietly,
she shows only half of her face.
She would rather hide her shyness and tenderness behind the new willows,
like a flower in the mist.
Tears are running down the cheeks of her jade-like face.
(with music accompaniment)
Immortals have no sadness; only mortals have regrets – so they say.
Lady, why are there tears on your cheek?
We have just met each other by chance.
Wai-Neung (STUNNED, DOES NOT RESPOND. RATHER, TURNS QUICKLY
TO REVEAL TO HIM HER FACE, AND WIPES AWAY HER TEARS.)
Pui Yu (CONTINUES):
Oh!
Doesn’t the peach blossom beyond the willows get buffeted by the rain,
all blown aloft into the Pleasure Boat?
Wai-Neung (TAKEN ABACK; AT STAGE FRONT; continues with singing):
Here is a scholar who understands my trouble.
I brushed aside the willows, and I faced him.
Speechless I am,
yet so much have our hearts exchanged.
Does the poem express empathy,
or is it just a tease?
Wandering flowers stay what they are since antiquity.
(with music accompaniment)
Peach blossoms are buffeted by the rain, so it goes;
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In face of the wind, the peach cannot determine its own fate.
It is blown aloft into the Pleasure Boat.
You, scholar, have longed to see me.
I could no longer be so ungracious to hide my beauty;
doing so would offend your noble wish.
Now that it has been satisfied,
so has my heart.
Scholar, why don’t you leave, please!
Pui Yu (FROZEN AND SPEECHLESS; EYES REMAIN FIXATED AT Li WaiNeung).

Wai-Neung (SPEAKS AGAIN):
Scholar, please leave!
(Pui Yu’s EYES FIXATED AS BEFORE.)
Wai-Neung (FEIGNS ANGER):
Um… If the Scholar does not leave, I know I can.
(PRETENDS TO LEAVE.)
Pui Yu (SEEING Li Wai-Neung IS TO LEAVE, CALLS URGENTLY):
Lady! Lady!
Wai-Neung (RETURNS; COMPLAINS LIGHTLY):
The meeting is over, and words have been exchanged.
But you are you staying on refusing to leave?
What do you want with your repeating words?
Pui Yu (REMAINS STUNNED AND SPEECHLESS.)
(Wai-Neung TURNS HER BACK TO Pui Yu AGAIN; ABOUT TO LEAVE.)
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Pui Yu (BURSTS OUT IN DESPAIR):
Lady, with a zither I came, I could never leave with empty hands.
(resumes singing)
Haven’t you seen this green zither?
Though it is an unworthy object, our encounter is priceless.
Wai-Neung (THROWS SIDEWARD GLANCE AT THE ZITHER
BENEATH THE WILLOWS; continues with singing):
Please forgive the one behind the willows;
I see the zither,
but it would be impossible for me to take it.
(music comes to complete halt; POSTURES)
Scholar, you know well that the zither lies right under the willow shade.
Why do you insist on asking when you can see it?
Pui Yu (SCRATCHES HIS HEAD):
Because you know well that my head is swimming,
Several times I was to start saying, only to hold myself back:
Who planted the blossoming flower?
Or is she a single lady anticipating a good match?
Wai-Neung:
Scholar, the answer is obvious to you,
so why do you ask?
Pui Yu (SHOCKED):
Eh? How do I know?
Wai-Neung:
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Your couplets have said it all:
“The peach blossom beyond the willows gets buffeted by the rain;
all blown aloft the Pleasure Boat”.
How could you not know my life story?
(SOBS A BIT)
All right, if you don’t, I shall tell you.
(resumes singing)
Your dream is shattered as much as the flower has been buffeted.
She has come through violent rain and cruel wind.
Secretly reciting your poem,
the sentimental girl turns even more sentimental.
Search not for her whereabouts,
or you would anger the powerful and wicked Chancellor.
If that happened,
your love and appreciation for the flower,
your courage and righteousness,
would all be rendered worthless.
Pui Yu (SHOCKED AND DISAPPOINTED; continues with singing):
Sadly I hear the strings break,
The music has come to an end.
I regret that the meeting has ruined my fantasy.
As if the Seven Immortal Ladies were summoned back to space.
One is left catching the boat,
the broken sail blown away by the wind.

Wai-Neung (WITH PITY AND LOVE; continues with singing):
You have the intention to nurture the flower;
how admirable and brave.
What a shame, then,
the flower has been stained with dirt and half-covered by dust.
My heart is sold; it can no longer be offered to you.
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Pui Yu (WITH A TINGE OF SADNESS):
A candidate of examination in the North, I
seek for the loved one with my talents,
only to learn she has been sold and locked up in a jade cage.

(with short interlude)
I beg you to acknowledge my everlasting love.
Wai-Neung (RESIGNED; continues with singing):
I must regretfully reject the offer of the zither.
Pui Yu (sings promptly):
I can no longer restrain my tears.
Wai-Neung (sings promptly):
Find another love!
Pui Yu (sings promptly):
Few are like you in this mundane world.
Wai-Neung (RESIGNED; sings promptly):
What you are seeing is but a flower in the mirror;
This self-inflicted affair would only leave you with remorse.
Anything you do for me would be in vain.
Do not pursue me!
Spare me please.
(with short interlude; SOBS)
I am not unaffected by your deep love.
I regret we did not meet when I was yet to be betrothed,
but encountered each other at this moment of incurable remorse.
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(EMBRACES ZITHER AS SHE SPEAKS. RETURNS ZITHER TO Pui Yu; in
weeping voice):
Thank you, Scholar, for your deep love.
Please forgive me for my ill fortune.
Please let us end this brief encounter.
I am returning the zither with tears;
let’s bid adieu now.
Scholar, please leave.
I have no more to say.

Pui Yu (HOLDS ZITHER; sings promptly):
What a dream-like meeting this has been,
so soon though comes the parting.
My heart is sighing for the Phoenix of the Red Mountain.
From this moment onwards,
however close she is,
she and I are kept apart by one after another big mountain range.
(Pui Yu LEAVES AT A LOSS, HOLDING THE ZITHER.)
Wai-Neung (WITH SADNESS; sings promptly):
Numbed by the ill wind,
I am drawn to the sharp edge of the heartless sword.
Waving the ribbon,
I bid adieu with my eyes and my broken heart.
(Pui Yu STEPS ONTO THE STONY BRIDGE; TURNS HIS HEAD BACK
SEVERAL TIMES. UNWILLING TO ACT AGAINST Wai-Neung’s WISH,
HENCE TAKES OFF IN LOW SPIRIT EVENTUALLY.)

(Ga Chi-Doh APPEARS; SEES Pui Yu’s BACK AS Pui Yu LEAVES.)
Wai-Neung (LOOKS AT Pui Yu’s BACK, sings introduction of the tune
“Flags recalling the soul” in alternate tuning):
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As I beg for one who would appreciate my beauty,
what a lovely fair young man, what a face...
Ga Chi-Doh (IN WILD LAUGHTER):
Ha Ha! What a line! What a lovely fair young man!
(WAVERS BEARD STRONGLY; STARES ANGRILY AT Wai-Neung.)
(Wai-Neung TAKEN BY SURPRISE; LOOKS BACK, KNEELS DOWN IN
FEAR.)
(Ga Ying-Chung ENTERS FROM ENTRANCE WHERE Ga Chi-Doh
APPEARS, LEADING FOUR SOLDIERS (HOLDING LONG WHITE CLUBS)
AND SIX MAIDS CARRYING FOOD, BOWS, AND ARROWS.)
(Gong-Sin LEADS SIX PLAINLY DRESSED MAIDS AND COMES DOWN
FROM THE PLEASURE BOAT. THEY LINE UP ON THE OTHER SIDE
OF STAGE. Gong-Sin IS WORRIED ABOUT Wai-Neung, WHO IS STILL
TREMBLING.)
THE LINING UP OF SOLDIERS AND MAIDS SHOULD BE ORDERLY, SO AS
NOT TO DISTURB THE SCENE.

Wai-Neung (IN FEAR):
My mouth and tongue behaved poorly,
I beg for forgiveness,
Sir Chancellor.
Chi-Doh (mukyu):
Did you date him at the third watch of the night?
Wai-Neung (mukyu):
I just ran into the young man behind the willows.
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Chi-Doh (mukyu):
Whom are you calling a lovely and handsome young man?
Wai-Neung (mukyu):
I just admired his good appearance from a distance under the wind.
Chi-Doh (mukyu):
How do I compare with the young man - who is lighter or stronger?
Wai-Neung (mukyu):
How could evening rain struggle against the morning breeze?
Chi-Doh (RESPONDS UNHAPPILY):
I can stop the waves of the Yangtze River by a shout.
How about him?
Wai-Neung:
He, peerless, could win the hearts of virgins by West Lake.
Chi-Doh (PLAYS WITH BEARD; HOLDS Wai-Neung; gwunfa):
I have always been killing ladies in the hall front.
I have yet to slaughter any this year.
How could I allow any concubine I bought to love others?
How could I give away side chamber women?
(Chi-Doh INSTRUCTS GUARDS TO PASS HIM A WHITE CLUB BY
THROWING A GLANCE AT THEM. RECEIVES CLUB; PUSHES Wai-Neung;
CLOSES DOOR. ROLLS TOWARD THE OTHER SIDE OF STAGE,
READY TO STRIKE Wai-Neung.)

(Gong-Sin THROWS HERSELF TO EMBRACE Wai-Neung.)
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Percussion pattern
Gong-Sin (USES HER OWN BODY TO PROTECT Wai-Neung FROM
BEING HURT. WEEPS):
Wai-Neung, Wai-Neung, Sister Wai-Neung!...
Before we were sold,
we had empathy and love from our parents;
After we were sold, however,
we are just prone to harm and injury by others.
Why not beg for forgiveness with your embrace and flirts,
otherwise you would die from the blind club strokes.
Wai-Neung! Wai-Neung!
(SHAKES Wai-Neung; PUSHES HER DOWN ON HER KNEES TO BEG FOR
FORGIVENESS.)
Wai-Neung (SMILES BITTERLY):
Sister!
(gwunfa)
The flowery soul would like to leave with the guest with the zither.
Just let the wild wind ruin the red falling petals.
Even if I survived the club,
it would be difficult to dwell in the lion’s den.
(CRIES):
Sigh!...
It is clear, whether I begged for forgiveness or spoke defiantly,
I would die anyway –
not to mention that the chancellor takes pleasure in slaughtering women of
all kinds, as he thrives on destroying belles.
Instead of dying when his interests in me eventually ceases after I succumb,
I would rather die with my purity perfectly preserved.
If the Chancellor could, with his club…
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(TOO PAINFUL TO UTTER ANY MORE WORDS): fulfil my wish…
(Chi-Doh BEATS Wai-Neung WITH HIS CLUB MADLY AND FURIOUSLY.)
Gong-Sin (KNEELS WITH BOTH LEGS, HOLDS THE CHANCELLOR, CRIES
LOUDLY):

Sir Chancellor! Sir Chancellor!
(CRIES, long gwunfa):
Striking at Wai-Neung’s body penetrates pain into my heart.
You bought me with seventy taels of silver,
and I have since followed you through pain and happiness.
I had nothing but lasting grace and love from my parents while at home;
after entering your household,
I have not had a single comfortable moment.
Seeing the rabbit die,
the fox worries about a similar fate.
Who can bear with the scene,
her parents dreaming of their daughter’s return, only
to see fresh blood gushing out from her organs.
Chi-Doh:
Um…
Ying-Chung (COMES FORWARD, BOWS):
Sir Chancellor!
(long gwunfa):
Such captivating creature is rare in the world.
Beauty is valued in all corners under Heaven.
Wai-Neung was kept in the Purple Cave after she was acquired,
and she has yet to experience the sweetness in bed.
It would be wiser to save this beauty for bedside pleasure.
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The captivating creature should be returned to your lady inventory.
If your club put an end to your romantic fantasies,
you would only be able to mourn the lost beauty with wine.
Instead of having the girl killed by the bridge,
why not set sail for merriment with her.
Chi-Doh (SUDDEN WICKED SMILE. THROWS CLUB BACK TO GUARDS.
LAUGHS; OPENS ARMS TO Wai-Neung):
Hey, Wai-Neung, Wai-Neung, come up and talk.
Pipa: rapid music
(Gong-Sin SUPPORTS Wai-Neung; HELPS HER TO APPROACH Chi-Doh.)
Chi-Doh (SMILES):
Wai-Neung, Wai-Neung,
ever since my effort to save Seung Yeung city failed,
I have been rather restless and unstable.
If I have been unkind,
Please do not mind.
Wai-Neung (NOT OVER HER PAIN YET):
The Minister is but too kind.
Chi-Doh (GENTLY):
Wai-Neung, who exactly is that fair young man?
Wai-Neung (CAUGHT COLD; DOES NOT KNOW HOW TO RESPOND.)
(Gong-Sin WAVES HANDS QUICKLY, HINTS Wai-Neung TO BEG FOR
PARDONING.)
Chi-Doh (SMILES SUDDENLY):
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Hum, it’s just a trivial matter; it does not matter.
(haugu):
Wai-Neung,
this old man feeds thirty-six concubines,
one more or one fewer doesn’t bother him.
Moreover, offering concubine as a gift was an ancient practice.
Why doesn’t the Chancellor be so generous in letting you go?
If Wai-Neung really loved this handsome young man, then this old
man would help realise your lovely dream by offering a dowry instead.
(WIPES Wai-Neung’s TEARS).
(Gong-Sin DESPERATELY GESTURES AT Wai-Neung, ASKING HER TO
COMPLY.)

Wai-Neung (WEEPS; haugu):
Sir Chancellor, even though I was sold for a mere piece of gold,
I am already betrothed.
Although the love is indeed substantial,
I am in no position to harbour secondary thoughts.
The young man at the bridge is but an accidental encounter.
Nothing improper I have done,
let alone following him and ignoring my obligations.
Chi-Doh (gong stroke; DISDAINFULLY):
Nonsense! Nonsense!
Wai-Neung,
your words would make logical sense if they were from a wife,
but they were absurd coming from the mouth of a concubine.
Wai-Neung (STUNNED):
Eh?
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Chi-Doh (SERIOUSLY, in haugu):
A concubine is like a little star. When
the sky is clear, it will twinkle.
When the sky is gloomy, it is star no more.
As they say,
to marry a wife is to have somebody take care of your treasure,
but to feed concubines is to satisfy one’s playful nature.
Concubines can be offered to others in the morning,
they can return at night to entertain guests and the master.
It’s all my call,
There is nothing as obligations.

(SUDDENLY BECOMES GENTLE):
Hehe, Wai-Neung, whom you serve is of no importance to me.
Wai-Neung (ABANDONS INTENT TO COMPLY; RESUMES
DEFIANCE; haugu):
Sir Chancellor, without scholarship,
scholars are nobody;
similarly,
women do not survive without genuine love.
(WEEPING)
The only one who understands genuine love is the young man at
the bridge….
(RESOLUTELY)
Sir Chancellor,
I would rather be a fragrant soul chasing my loved one,
than a swallow trapped in a colourful cage.
Chi-Doh (PLAYS WITH HIS BEARD; HOLDS Wai-Neung):
Ah! So you admit it.
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Wai-Neung (WITHOUT FEAR; in wailing voice):
I would rather die for love than to live as a concubine.
Chi-Doh (BURSTS OUT IN ANGER):
Fetch the club!
(THE GUARDS ARE ABOUT TO PASS THE CLUB ONTO HIM. Gong-Sin
AND Ying-Chung COME FORWARD FROM BOTH SIDES TO HOLD
THE CLUB.)
Gong-Sin (CRIES):
Chancellor, please spare her life!
Ying-Chung:
Sir Chancellor, please think thrice!
Chi-Doh (HOLDS Wai-Neung, WILDLY. Speaks rapidly):
You….. you speak highly of the young man’s beauty,
but think nothing of the Chancellor’s grace and kindness.
You come from humble roots, homeless and poor.
Once you became my endearing concubine you are like an upstart.
Why are you
(POSTURE; gong stroke)
still not satisfied; haven’t you been fed well?
Why do you desire
(POSTURE; gong stroke)
wanton love?
(SLAPS Wai-Neung’s FACE.)
(Wai-Neung FALLS ONTO THE FLOOR).
(Chi-Doh TURNS HIS BACK ON Wai-Neung; FLICKS HIS SLEEVE, STANDS
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STILL.)
Pipa: rapid music
(Gong-Sin AND Ying-Chung COME FORWARD; TRY TO CALM Chi-Doh
DOWN).

Wai-Neung (IN UNFADING ANGER):
Chancellor, today you…
(begins ancient melody “A song of the Fisherman and Woodcutter”)
Tease not the poor when you are in power.
Surrounding yourself with all sorts of women,
You live on utmost indulgence.
Don’t boast you can acquire concubines with mines of gold;
you are just dishing out nightmares and debasing yourself.
Flowers and willows in mirage are all but of inane beauty.
Nobody wants to be thrown inside a bird cage:
who would want the humiliation of being toyed with?
So what, being adorned with all sorts of jewelleries?
Chi-Doh (continues with singing):
You swallowed tears secretly in the poor cave.
You fed yourself with chaff to overcome your hunger.
If you accept the patronage from me papa,
who could match the grace and fortune you have?
You may even plant golden flowers.
Wai-Neung (SMILES SARCASTICALLY, continues with singing):
Neither good nor dignified it is,
to trade my body for gold.
I wish the young girl had not left the palace of poor maids.
Always wearing a smile in the past,
I was so happy I forgot about hunger and cold.
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Already experiencing the pain of leaving home,
I, all feeble, suddenly find myself wrapped by the arms of a strong man.
For the first time,
I experience tumult and vicissitudes.
(LOSES VOICE, WEEPS.)
Chi-Doh (continues with singing):
How have your pearly tears been wasted,
How would your charming glances be communicated through the air now?
A bird caged,
must turn herself into a phoenix to appease the dragon.
(SMILES FLIPPANTLY.)
protracted music
Wai-Neung (ANGRILY, with music accompaniment):
Hum!
What an understatement,
the caged bird must evolve into a phoenix to appease the dragon.
Why not spit it right out…
(resumes singing):
Snapping off flowers to accompany him –
Isn’t the old man unaware of his age?
He still wanted to embrace flowers all the way to his grave.
(with music accompaniment):
At the age when one is soon to enter coffin, why bother to ruin flowers
and snap off willows?
Chi-Doh (ANGRILY; continues with singing):
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What a heavy treatise;
who would have expected such forceful curses at the evergreen?
Who is old?
“Soon to enter coffin” – these are the words most stinging.
Wai-Neung (continues with singing):
If one wishes to prolong his life,
why take concubines?
Please do not imprison any more young ladies,
Please do not fool yourself anymore!
You will run into your death bed with your indulgence.
Chi-Doh (OUTRAGED, continues with singing):
What unforgivable sin, scolding me scathingly;
Post the announcement at the Hall of Great Pleasure as warning to all:
Whoever starts affairs with others,
whoever misbehaves and trespasses,
will not be forgiven however much they beg.
The law will see to their crime being punished.
(with music accompaniment)
In the Hall of Great Pleasure,
there are three chapters of regulations for the household.
Whichever concubine is unfaithful to her master
(gong stroke; GLANCES AT GUARDS SIGNALLING THEM TO THROW
CLUB OVER. RECEIVES)
will be executed.
gong stroke
(Gong-Sin AND THE OTHER CONCUBINES ARE SCARED.)
Wai-Neung (with music accompaniment):
If concubines disloyal to master had to be put to death, then what should
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happen to officials disloyal to the Emperor?
Chi-Doh (with music accompaniment):
Disloyal officials should not live either.
Wai-Neung:
Then why doesn’t the Chancellor club himself for his crime of disloyalty?
Chi-Doh:
Eh? The Right Minister I am, ranked as highly as the three main ministers
(accelerando)
I assisted the king in ascending to his throne,
and explored the frontier land of hundreds of miles.
The king sees me as his Godfather; the society regards me as key pillar.
(WAVERS HIS BEARD TOWARDS Gong-Sin.)
Have I been disloyal?
Gong-Sin (SHAKES HER HEAD.)
Chi-Doh (WAVERS BEARD TOWARDS Ying-Chung):
Have I been disloyal?
Ying-Chung (SHAKES HIS HEAD.)
Chi-Doh:
If I have not been disloyal, then who is disloyal?
(SERIOUSLY)
Tell me, who is the one disloyal?
Wai-Neung (resumes singing):
The Chancellor Ga Chi-Doh has not shown his loyalty.
He has appropriated the national budget.
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He has withheld his army from national duties,
and would rather have fun with women instead.
He puts aside national affairs.
Chi-Doh (OUTRAGED; continues with the singing):
A mere two or three lines were enough to stab me right in the heart.
The Infernal King has rung funeral bells;
The Chancellor is furious,
he strikes the fallen one with his club.
interlude
(BEATS UP Wai-Neung.)
(Gong-Sin AND Ying-Chung TRY TO BLOCK Chi-Doh.)
(Six plainly dressed ladies KNEEL DOWN TO PROTECT Wai-Neung WITH
THEIR BODIES. DANCE TO FORM PROTECTIVE SHIELD FOR WaiNeung.)

Accompanying music to ensure dance comes off effectively
(Wai-Neung EVENTUALLY HIT. VOMITS BLOOD WHILE Gong-Sin
SINGS.)
Gong-Sin (EMBRACES Wai-Neung, IN TEARS):
You cover blood with your greedy sleeves.
(POSTURES)
Killing adds further to your sins.
Ying-Chung (continues with singing):
If you took away what’s left of Wai-Neung’s
life, you would ruin your own romantic dream.
Wai-Neung (continues with singing):
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I would rather let blood from my heart flow along the wind.
Wai-Neung (CANNOT LAST ANY LONGER; COLLAPSES. Gong-Sin
RUSHES FORWARD TO HOLD HER, AND CRIES PAINFULLY. Sad
pipa music in accompaniment):
Sister.....
Wai-Neung is to go now!....
(SMILES IN PAIN)
I wish the mist could wrap my heart up,
and send it to repay the one who appreciates this flower.
I hope the wind would send my blood to the one who loved me deeply….
If you would pity my old parents,
please do not break their heart by informing them my death.
Whenever you fear my soul has nothing to rest on,
please offer me three incense sticks
daily…… (DIES)
(ALL MAIDS AND CONCUBINES LOWEER THEIR HEADS AND COVER
THEIR FACES TO REFRAIN FROM WATCHING THE TRAGIC
PROCEEDINGS. Gong-Sin EMBRACES Wai-Neung’s CORPSE AND CRIES
COPIOUSLY.)
Chi-Doh (TAKES GLANCE AT Wai-Neung; yells):
Stop crying!
Cry you not Gong-Sin.
Stand the corpse up so that I can see it again under the new moon.
(Gong-Sin HAS NO CHOICE BUT TO HOLD UP Wai-Neung AGAINST ChiDoh)
(Chi-Doh SCRUTINISES Wai-Neung’s FACE, SIGHS SLOWLY,
AND ULTIMATELY CRIES OUT LOUDLY; mukyu):
Her flowery beauty did not turn me on.
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Now I realise how refined she was after her death.
(MORE PAINFULLY)
Her eyebrow is like the new moon,
made to be caressed;
Her mouth is as red as a tiny cherry blot;
best to be embraced under the lamp after wine.
Wonderful it would be,
if she offered to embrace and threw herself at you.
But now there is nothing I can do to revive her soul.
I regret to have invited the wind to blow the rainbow away.
(WEEPS FOR A WHILE, THEN SUDDENLY SHOUTS)
Hum!
It was this young woman who failed to appreciate my patronage after all.
Leave her corpse in the wilderness to vent my anger!
(Four concubines DRAG Wai-Neung TO STAGE FRONT ON STAGE LEFT).

Chi-Doh (SHOUTS; gong stroke):
Come back!
(haugu):
In the past, I killed concubines or maids
like breaking branches or leaves.
Now that I am returning to court with a defeated army,
I am afraid that the new emperor would not be too pleased.
Other ministers have already expressed their dismay.
If it were known that I had killed yet another of my concubines,
and then left her corpse in the wilderness,
I would be inviting further criticisms.
Gong-Sin (WEEPS SADLY; haugu):
Sir Chancellor, the death of a human is like a lamp put off.
Both hatred and resentment already become history.
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The Red Plum Pavilion behind the Hall of Great Pleasure is not
accommodating anybody at present.
You may keep Wai-Neung there to prevent the empty mansion from
turning dusty.
Chi-Doh (NODS):
Hide the corpse inside the Pleasure Boat. Bury it after we return.
(Four guards WRAP Wai-Neung UP AND CARRY HER ONTO THE BOAT).
Gong-Sin (ACCOMPANIES; HEART-BROKEN).
Chi-Doh (BIDS FAREWELL TO Wai-Neung’s CORPSE; CRIES
FIERCELY AGAIN; haugu):
Hei!
It is said one can get lifelong enjoyment with beautiful women by giving
away half his wealth.
Such heavenly beauty as Lee Wai-Neung is so rare;
She was matchless in this land.
But everything was reduced to a dream at an instant.
(IN DEEP REGRET; AT A LOSS.)
Ying-Chung (haugu):
Sir Chancellor,
as they say,
money can bring life back from death;
authority can recall soul and dead spirit.
If Sir Chancellor gave me one box of gold and some measures of authority,
I could surely do something along the line of Lady Nui Woh,
who melted stones to mend heaven.
Chi-Doh (SPITS):
Phew!
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(spitting accompanied by one gong stroke)
(gwunfa):
Only the Infernal King has any power over resurrection.
Are you not using the tricks of the Taoist Lam Hung? Had
it been possible to revive Lady Yang from death?
The silver-haired Emperor Yuen Zong would not have been traumatised
by his romantic dreams.
Ying-Chung (KNEELS DOWN):
Sir Chancellor, uncle and nephew we are;
How would my words be untrue, and my heart be unfaithful to you?
Indeed, human beings cannot resurrect, this is but a universal truth.
But surely you know about substitutions, surrogates, replacements, proxies,
and all that?
(Chi-Doh HOLDS Ying-Chung)
Gong stroke; anticipating percussion pattern
Chi-Doh:
What do you mean?
Ying-Chung (moderate tempo):
There is a girl from the Lo family, whose name is Chiu-Yung.
Her charm is not the slightest different from Lee Wai-Neung’s;
Her face resembles Wai-Neung’s.
She is crowded by lots of women in the Embroidery
Valley. Her father is pretty poor,
for he is a wine seller.
Proposers at her door are like a swarm of bees.
These wanton butterflies have not yet achieved their goals.
(gwunfa)
You know a dash of power can elevate one to be a dragon,
and one box of gold could attract phoenix.
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Chi-Doh (PLEASED WITH HIMSELF; SMILES, SHRUGS SHOULDERS;
gwunfa):
How would one who just lost his horse know that he had no luck
with ladies?
The Chancellor did not expect to have the fortune of the old man at the
frontier,
who had such good luck after he lost his horse.
However many pieces of gold have been spent,
money will still return.
As long as splashing out gold would fulfil my new concubine dream.
(HOLLERS)
Go quickly! Go Quickly!
Ying-Chung:
Order taken.
(RETREATS)
(Chi-Doh LAUGHS LOUDLY. SUDDENLY TURNS TO HIS CONCUBINES.)
(ALL CONCUBINES FEEL THE THREAT.)
Chi-Doh:
As far as the death of Wai-Neung is concerned,
have you all learned something?
gong stroke
(THE CONCUBINES ALL NOD.)
Chi-Doh (SIGHS):
Ai! There are thirty-six concubines in the hall,
but not even ten in one go would satisfy me right now.
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(TURNS WICKED SUDDENLY; gwunfa):
Cut off Wai-Neung’s head and store it inside an embroidered
case. It is to warn the rest of concubines against wild bees.
(BOARDS BOAT).
CURTAIN
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ACT TWO

THE ENCOUNTER OF PLUM SNAPPING

SETTING: THE INTERIORS OF THE LO RESIDENCE, WHICH IS
CONNECTED TO A SMALL PUB. IN COUNTRYSIDE. ENTIRE
STAGE IS BUILT OF BAMBOO.
Curtain raiser; pipa music with small gong in accompaniment.
(Lo Tung APPEARS FROM PUB ON STAGE FRONT OF STAGE LEFT;
in poetic speech):
I used to be a general with a flying tiger’s skills.
But now I hoist the banner of wine.
All those in positions are cougars and wolves.
So I put down my armour,
and have become a hermit instead.
(plain speech):
This old man Lo Tung, also known as Hon Chung,
was conferred the title of Advanced Scholar in Hong Chow back in
those days.
Supported by Master Kong,
then Right Chancellor,
I protected the country in arms.
I ran through battlefields,
was never defeated in any battle,
and never failed any mission.
Wealth and reputation, I aspire not to.
How fortunate that a daughter keeps me company;
named Chiu-Yung, aged sixteen,
she triumphs in the Embroidery Valley with her beauty.
(hurries)
Six years ago, this old man was military advisor to the city of Seung Yeung.
When the Mongolian devils looted the city,
the army was trapped inside.
The Chancellor Ga Chi-Doh held his army,
and did not come to rescue.
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As a result, Seung Yeung went out of supplies. The
three armies died out one after another. Common
folks had to trade their offspring for food.
This old man rushed to the capital Cheung On to seek support.
Little did he expect Master Kong to have resigned and returned to hometown
Yeung Chow,
because Ga Chi-Doh was in power. There
was nothing the old man could do,
so he went hiding with his daughter in the Embroidery Valley,
selling wine as a living.
How true it is,
eyes too drunken to look at the troubled landscape,
one tries to escape from smoke and fire under a broken sky.
Chiu-Yung, where are you? Chiu-Yung, where are you?
(BIRDS CHIRP. RESPONSE HEARD.)
Lo Tung (SIGHS; SMILES; gwunfa):
The lark has left her nest.
The honey she collects saves money for making wine.
When one feels happy,
he regrets the good time will soon be over.
When one is in down time,
how can he complain about taking manual labour?
(WITHOUT BOTHERING WITH Pui Yu’s ACTING OUTSIDE, Lo CARRIES
JARS OF WINE INTO THE PUB.)
Pui Yu (ENTERS FROM STAGE RIGHT. instrumental naamyam introduction;
WALKS ACROSS THE WILLOWS. sings the melody of Yeungchow gaaisum
from “The voice from the heart in the shadow of tears” in yiwong at flowing
speed):
The willow lines have not hidden the fair face of the hibiscus.
Her charm and beauty are matched only by those of moon fairies.
How regrettable that I met her so late;
my tears have not yet stopped flowing.
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At the end of the misty bridge,
rain pours down jealously,
falling onto the plums.
(pipa in accompaniment)
While I was wandering at the willows at Tiger Hill,
the strings of my zither were never plucked;
yet, I was fortunate enough to have met someone who understood me.
How late it was that we met.
Hurt by the fact that the one I love was no longer available,
I threw the zither into the sea.
Since then I have not played the zither under the willows,
so that I do not get reminded of her charming face.
Sigh…the longing for love has just left the eyebrows and now it comes
back to my heart.
I recall the fair lady by the bridge who lowered her hair and gave a
light sigh.
Her dress was embroidered with plum flowers…
and now I see the red plums blossoming behind the bamboo fence.
Why not take one to keep it on my desk,
so that I can think of the fair lady?
It would have the effect of curing thirst by staring at plums.
Pipa music, with small gong, accompanies his picking plums behind the fence.
(SUDDENLY SPOTTING A PARTICULARLY BIG PLUM BY THE SIDE
DOOR, Pui Yu CLIMBS UP THE FENCE TO PICK IT, BUT FALLS DOWN
ONTO THE OTHER SIDE OF THE FENCE CARELESSLY. Match
percussion patterns with Chiu-Yung’s entrance to ensure things go smoothly).
Chiu-Yung (ENTERS, HOLDING A HOE AND A SMALL FLOWER
BASKET, gwunfa):
The poet Green Lotus enjoys ten rounds of drinks,
then declares himself immortal.
Taking only three cups,
Cheung Yuk is known as the Saint of cursive calligraphy.
How fortunate that fallen flowers can be turned into wine,
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which will find its way to a talented scholar’s table eventually.
Rapid pipa and small gong music accompanies her fast steps.
(Chiu-Yung PUSHES THE FENCE DOOR BUT CANNOT OPEN IT. SO SHE
KNOCKS AT THE DOOR THREE TIMES. RIGHT AFTER HIS FALL, Pui Yu
SCRAMBLES UP TO TIDY HIMSELF A BIT; HE DOES NOT KNOW WHAT
TO DO. SUDDENLY HE HEARS THE DOOR KNOCK, AND HAS NO
CHOICE BUT TO OPEN THE DOOR.)

(Chiu-Yung PUSHES THE DOOR OPEN AND SEES Pui Yu (one gong
stroke, accompanied by woodblock in accelerando); SHE HIDES HER FACE
AND RUNS OUT. Rapid pipa music.)
(Pui Yu THOUGHT SHE WAS Wai-Neung, AND HENCE IS STUNNED WITH
EYES WIDE OPEN.)

(Chiu-Yung RUSHES TO STAGE FRONT AND SPEAKS TO HERSELF):
Um…
I thought I had been living alone in the embroidered bamboo garden,
where not the slightest trace of even the shadow of a boy was found.
Why there is a handsome young man inside?
Or have I entered another household …..?
(SHUTS UP AND CANNOT STOP LAUGHING)
Um…..Perhaps I am not really that awake,
for I went to bed too late ,
having enjoyed admiring the moon for too long.
If I have wrongly taken the neighbour’s home as my own,
it would so be embarrassing…….
The sun is high up the sky,
the silver-haired must be waiting at the door.
I had better rush back home.
(WALKS TO STAGE RIGHT AND EXITS.)
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Pui Yu (SPEAKS TO HIMSELF AS WELL):
Sigh!
I have been complaining about the world;
yet, I failed to realise how lovely it actually was!
I have been cursing at missed opportunities and possibilities;
yet, I have failed to realise the magic of coincidence!
I was worried that there would be no way for me to find the beauty by the
bridge,
and now her fragrant traces are but just a few feet away….
(MAKES HAPPY GESTURE)
Oh!
Could the embroidered bamboo garden be the residence of my beauty? ….
(ACTS PUZZLED)
But I don’t understand why my beauty was so elaborately dressed then,
yet appears so plain today....
(SHOWS COMPREHENSION)
Um… right, women are always shy.
Young girls are always good at playing tricks.
Perhaps the beauty at the bridge might have mistaken me as a dandy,
so she took being married as an excuse to reject me….
Given that the present God-send opportunity,
I must seize upon it – I shall certainly wait for her return.
(MOVES A BAMBOO STOOL OVER AND SITS ON IT)
Rapid pipa music
Chiu-Yung (COMES ONTO STAGE accompanied by the rapid pipa music,
again, SPEAKS TO HERSELF AGAIN):
…. Apart from this puffy door,
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no other household grows willows;
this and only this is my home.
I have not mistaken at all…..
(SHE QUIETLY CLIMBS UP THE FENCE AND PEEPS INSIDE AS SHE
THINKS)
(Chiu-Yung AND Pui Yu’s EYES MEET EACH OTHER’S (one gong stroke);
Pui Yu IS EXTREMELY THRILLED; HIS LEGS SHAKE.)
Pipa music turns rapid
Chiu-Yung (RUSHES TO STAGE FRONT):
How serene a residence, graced
by a few red plum trees.
On the left are purple rattan and green bamboos,
where Chiu-Yung does her reading;
on the right are green peaches and yellow wine,
on which my dad always get drunk.
There is no way I could have recognised somebody else’s home as mine.
Could the man inside my home be a guest from the pub?

(COMPLAINS MILDLY)
Well, dad never thought how embarrassing it would be.
How could unfamiliar men just enter right into the interior orchid terrace?
(PENSIVE; KNOCKS AT DOOR.)
(Pui Yu OPENS DOOR POLITELY.)
(Chiu-Yung ENTERS; slow woodblock; MAKES EYE CONTACT WITH
Pui Yu).
(Pui Yu BOWS):
I greet you, lady!
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Chiu-Yung (TAKEN BY SURPRISE):
He would certainly not be so polite if he were not host….
(THINKS AGAIN)
Scholar, dare I ask, is this the home of the Lo family?
Pui Yu (EQUALLY STUNNED):
How on Earth would a host ask a guest such a question?
Um… I think she is trying to tell me her surname subtly,
and to test whether my intentions are clear.
Yes, this is exactly the home of the Lo family.
Chiu-Yung:
To whom in the Lo family is the Scholar related?
Pui Yu:
I am the intimate friend of Miss Lo.
Chiu-Yung (TAKEN ABACK):
Eh? When did the Scholar become acquainted with Miss Lo?

Pui Yu:
Yesterday.
Chiu-Yung (TAKEN ABACK):
Was it just a meeting in the mind?
Pui Yu:
No, it was a face-to-face encounter.
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Chiu-Yung (TAKEN ABACK):
Eh? Where did the meeting take place?
Pui Yu (SHAKES HEAD):
We met by the willow bank,
deep in the middle of the plum forest.
I held the zither,
and so subtly we communicated our feelings for each other.
You brushed aside the willows,
and our hearts spoke to each other.
I was rendered speechless,
my heart was broken.
And you had mournful,
sentimental tears.
Chiu-Yung (heavy gong stroke, COMPLAINS SHYLY):
What nonsense;
Have you scholar been seeing ghosts?
(FEIGNS ANGER AND STANDS WITH HER BACK FACING Pui Yu).

(Pui Yu IN DESEPARATION, haugu):
Lady at the bridge! Lady at the bridge!
You were so overcome with emotions yesterday.
How come you are now denying everything?
I understand, I understand.
You saw me bow a hundred times begging to see you.
You had no idea how madly I was – and am – in love,
and you mistook me as a dandy.
In order to avoid and reject me,
you pointed at an official pleasure boat at a distance,
and pretended to belong to the household of a high official.
Chiu-Yung (CONFUSED; TURNS BACK, haugu):
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Mad scholar, when did I claim to belong to an official?
I have always been single and happy.
How would I agree to boarding the pleasure boat of an official?
Pui Yu (IN DESPERATION, haugu):
I know you are yet to marry.
As they say,
if a flower already had a master,
it would be less beautiful and less fragrant.
If one were married, however,
Her heart would be as still as a pool.
If it were the latter case,
when we met the other day,
you would not have shown your feelings for me with your glances,
and you would not have let your tears of love stream continuously.
Chiu-Yung (haugu):
Mad scholar,
Even apart from the fact I have never been forced to be separated
from anybody in my entire life,
I have not even once shed tears of love. Not
once have I stepped outside the fence, not to
mention I was sick at home yesterday,
Let me call upon my old father to take you to the district magistrate of
Hong Chow,
to let you pay for your improper words.
(WISHES TO LEAVE.)
Pui Yu (STOPS HER IMMEDIATELY):
Eh, Lady, Lady,
were you really not the one wondering at the willows on Tiger Hill?
Chiu-Yung (STARES AT Pui Yu):
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Hum,
Chiu-Yung has been in the Embroidery valley alone her entire life,
and has never been to Tiger Hill wondering at willows.
Pui Yu (DESPERATELY, IN TEARS):
Oh… Oh… so you were not the one wondering at the willows on
Tiger Hill…
Why, why are your voice and face exactly like hers?
Pui Yu (EXTREMELY DISAPPOINTED; gwunfa):
The creator playing tricks with human beings, that is forgivable.
But it really becomes too much when the goddess of flowers toys with
me too.
How could my mind escape from the picture of dangling willows?
How could I forget the tears dripping from her fair face?
(WEEPS)
…..Failed in love, I have mistaken the plum as willow. I beg your pardon
for disturbing the serenity of your residence.
(AT A LOSS; LEAVES AFTER THANKING Chiu-Yung. WIPES TEARS, AND
WALKS OUT FROM THE FENCE DOOR.)
(Chiu-Yung OBSERVES AND HAS PITY FOR HIM. GOES TO
STAGE FRONT; gwunfa):
This mad guest has suffered in love,
but he is a graceful and handsome young man.
The guest is upset that the hanging willow does not understand his agony.
I complain the poplar leaves fail to retain him.
Pipa music with small gong
(TURNS HER HEAD AND SEES Pui Yu HAS GONE OUT OF THE GATE AND
CLOSED IT ALREADY. QUICKLY STEPS ONTO THE GREEN STONE
AND LOOKS OUTSIDE. CANNOT HELP BUT CALL, in a low voice):
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Scholar!
Pui Yu (HEAD TURNS BACK):
Miss!
Chiu-Yung (WAVES HAND AT Pui Yu, SHIES AWAY HER FACE)
Pui Yu (APPROACHES AND BOWS):
Lady, for what have you called me?
Chiu-Yung:
Well…
(DOES NOT KNOW WHAT TO SAY; PLAY WITH HER HANDKERCHIEF.)
Pui Yu (BOWS AGAIN):
Lady, for what have you called me?
Chiu-Yung (ROLLS HER EYES; ENCHANTED):
Hum!
After hearing your words I was moved,
So I pardoned your wrongdoing and let you go.
On second thought, it could not have been clearer
you scholar are intent on getting close to beauties,
and came up with whatever willow talk.
I am just not pleased.
Pui Yu (TAKEN ABACK):
Eh, how and when did I make up any story?
Chiu-Yung:
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Scholar, when did you see me?
Before or after entering my garden?
Pui Yu:
After entering your garden.
Chiu-Yung (FEIGNS ANGER):
Ahem!
You could not have seen me before you entered the garden.
How would you have known I looked like the lady at the Tiger Hill?
You sneaked into the garden.
If you weren’t intent on getting close to women,
you must have been thinking of taking advantage of the lady.
Don’t go away! Don’t go away!
I’ll call my daddy to chain you up…
(ACTS AS IF SHE WERE TO CALL Lo Tung)
Pui Yu (DESPERATELY):
Lady, lady!
(Percussion pattern starts promptly; moderate beat):
I wanted to steal a flower through the fence.
gong stroke
Chiu-Yung (LEANS ON THE FENCE, SUPPORTING HER CHEEKS WITH
HER HANDS; SHAKES HEAD):
You admitted under no pressure!
Pui Yu (IN EVEN GREATER DESPERATION):
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Flower is flower, people are people.
Picking flowers is not stealing.
Lady, please do not regard it as a sin.
(resumes singing, without prelude):
I would like to pick a flower over the fence,
so as to recall my memory of the willow at the bank.
Let me tell you my sad story.
There is a broken bridge at the end of West Lake.
It is where I saw the beauty from the Pleasure Boat,
but the hanging willows hid her face.
When I tried to brush the willows aside to see her,
she so happened to be looking at me as well.
We had exchanged feelings for each other right away. I
bowed a hundred times to ask for her whereabouts.
Before the immortal beauty started to talk,
tears were already all over her peach-like cheek.
She regretted not being in a position to offer anything to her lover.
All she has left were bitter tears.
She lamented the lovers never met before her arranged marriage.
After the separation, I have been in great pain missing her.
I cannot sleep, not even if I hugged my pillow.
Nothing I wear makes me warm.
I saw the plum behind the bamboo fence.
It triggered my thirst for the loved one.
I was just going to snap a flower off to comfort myself,
after my dream has been turned upside down.
(gwunfa):
The Scholar did not jump over the wall to take advantage; Rather
he fell into the orchid garden while snapping off a flower.
Chiu-Yung (COMPLETELY ENCHANTED, AND RESPONDS DIZZZILY):

Oh, so you fell into the orchid garden while snapping off a flower!
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(THINKS OF HER OWN SITUATION, gwunfa):
I have been sick for days longing for love. And
he has been bothered by love every night.
Even the peach can read the feelings of bees and butterflies;
for one who loves flowers, how come he does not sense my feelings for him?

(HOPING FOR LOVE, SHYLY)
Since Scholar you have the heart for flowers,
how can the lady not be generous enough to offer you the flower?
Please come inside the garden, and let me snap one off for you.
Pui Yu (IN GREAT DELIGHT):
I thank the lady!
Rapid pipa music to accompany Pui Yu’s re-entrance to the garden
Chiu-Yung (COMES DOWN FROM THE FENCE, SMILES LIGHTLY AT
Pui Yu, AND PERFORMS RITE OF ADDRESSING):
Scholar!
Pui Yu (BOWS BACK):
Lady!
Slow woodblock
(Chiu-Yung SMILIGLY GLANCES AT Pui Yu WITHOUT SAYING
ANYTHING.)
Pui Yu (SMILES BACK IN EMBARRASSMENT):
Lady!
(haugu):
I have to bow to thank you for your generosity in not pursuing my flower
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theft.
I am extremely grateful.
How even more fortunate I am to be so kindly offered a flower by you.
How come that, now I have entered the garden,
the lady only smiles with her hair down and plays with her ribbons,
but has no wish to deploy her hoe and scissors?
Chiu-Yung (SMILES, haugu):
Since the scholar has seen grass turning towards him shyly,
and the flower welcoming him with smiles,
the flower must have consented with her heart already.
Who would expect the scholar to be stiff as stone,
or be as stern as an old monk in meditation,
after he has entered the garden?
The flower wishes to be offered to the guest,
but the guest has no intention to cultivate it.
What can I say?
(GLANCES AT THE SCHOLAR INDIRECTLY, WITH MUCH LOVE AN
ADMIRATION.)
Pui Yu (IN CONFUSION):
I did not know that the lady allowed me to snap the flower myself…
well, let me choose one that I love most.
Pipa music, accompanied by small gong, to accompany Pui Yu’s act of
flower selecting
Chiu-Yung (REALISES Pui Yu STILL DOES NOT READ HER INTENTION,
STAMPS HER FEET LIGHTLY):

Ewwww…
Pui Yu (TAKEN BY SURPRISE):
Ewwww?
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Why does the lady suddenly show dismay all of a sudden?
Is she actually unwilling to part with her flower and becomes angry?
Chiu-Yung (STARES AT Pui Yu WITH A COMPLAINING LOOK;
SHYLY, gwunfa):
Wishing to snap the flower you love most,
why are you ignoring the unique beauty in front of you?
You lost the nightingale under the willows by the bridge,
so why not redirect your love to the swallow by the fence door?
Pui Yu (NOW UNDERSTANDS, AND IS TOUCHED):
Having failed in love, how fortunate am I to have the lady’s pity!
(HOLDS Chiu-Yung’s HAND, sings the middle section of the piece
“Autumn Moon at the Han Palace”):
Like the lone boat having lost its bearings,
I am spinning around in the middle of the sea;
I am also like a kite with broken string,
harassed by the wind,
battered and hung dry in the sky of love.
Chiu-Yung:
Do not worry about the broken string,
retreat to Utopia!
Live in the Embroidery Valley,
and forsake all secular affairs.
Warm yourself with floral fragrance!
Would the guest inscribe his name onto the scrolls?
Pui Yu:
I am Pui Yu of Saan Sai.
Chiu-Yung (SNAPS A FLOWER):
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I am snapping a flower to replace the one in your heart.
Please do not take my deep love lightly.
(OFFERS FLOWER WITH MUCH EMOTION)
Pui Yu (ACCEPTS THE FLOWER):
Substituting plum for willow,
once in love,
lovers cast away their melancholy, and
nurture their relationship forever.
(Lo Tung ENTERS FROM STAGE LEFT, MOVING JARS OF WINE INTO THE
PUB. HEARING VOICES, LOOKS UP, STUNNED).

Chiu-Yung (OFFERS HERSELF TO Pui Yu’s EMBRACE; continues singing):
In the den of love,
I have yet to go for a ride with the guest.
I place my future in the hands of my loved one.
Lo Tung (SEES HAPPENINGS):
Ha Ha…
(Pui Yu AND Chiu-Yung WOULD NOT WANT TO BE SEPARATED.)
Chiu-Yung (EXTREMELY EMBARRASSED):
Dad…The boy is Pui Yu from Saan Sai…
He and your daughter have…have…have
Lo Tung (GIVES A KIND SMILE; gwunfa):
have sweetly engaged,
or have made solemn vows?
The girl is naturally shy with her face red;
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Even blurry old eyes can tell.
Rare it is for a flower to be plucked by a learned one,
a girl seeking marriage should go after someone young and dapper.
How wonderful an elegant man is interested in the green willow I nurture? A
well-cultivated red plum is now snapped up by a flower admirer.
(SMILINGLY):
My daughter,
have fun conversing with Mister Pui.
I have a lot of business to attend to today.
I will be busy entertaining my customers.
(CARRIES WINE JARS AND ABOUT TO GET OUT OF THE PUB)
Pui Yu (CALLS Lo Tung BACK):
Master Lo, Master Lo!
(gwunfa)
In-laws we may not have been yet, my
love for your daughter runs deep.
The young man would like to help the old man with his chores.
I am ready to roll up my sleeves and offer my labour.

Pipa music with small gong
(Pui Yu SWIFTLY GOES TO STAGE FRONT AND HELPS MOVE JARS
INTO THE PUB. Lo Tung OBSERVES AND NODS IN APPRECIATION)
Rapid pipa music
(Ying-Chung ENTERS FROM STAGE RIGHT with pipa music
in accompaniment; CLIMBS UP FENCE AND PEEPS INSIDE)
Chiu-Yung (SNAPS A FLOWER, LEANS AGAINST THE PLUM
TREE, SOMEWHAT LOST IN HERSELF; gwunfa):
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In the past,
I mourned about romantic non-happenings;
Today, I am picking a flower,
and wave goodbye to old times with a smile. If
an admirer appears during full blossom, where
would there be any sentimental regrets.
Ying-Chung (VERY PLEASED; COMES TO STAGE FRONT, gwunfa):
How serene a lady,
snapping a flower and appreciates it on her own.
Her beauty is more captivating when she leans against the tree and sings.
Who cares about smashing things up if I have something to gain;
let me piece together broken shards into an pure jade offering.
(SHOUTS)
Come over you lot!
(Three servants AND four maids, HOLDING ENGAGEMENT GIFTS, ENTER
FROM BACKSTAGE. Chiu-Yung IS SURPRISED AND FRIGHTENED. YingChung THROWS INDECENT LOOK AT HER.)
Lo Tung (ENTERS, ABOUT TO MOVE JARS OF WINE. SEES HAPPENINGS,
COMES FORWARD AND SHOUTS):
Who are you people?
Ying-Chung (haugu):
Master Lo, I am the nephew of Left Minister Ga Chi-Doh,
also butler of the Chancellor’s household.
The Chancellor has learned about your daughter Chiu-Yung’s availability,
so he would like to take her on as a concubine.
Come over, people,
move all the engagement gifts into the lady’s chamber.
Chiu-Yung (EXTREMELY SCARED.)
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(Pui Yu ABOUT TO MOVE JARS OF WINE, BUT NOTICES THE SITUATION.
HIDES HIMSELF IN THE PUB, AND TRIES TO LISTEN ON BEHIND
THE DOOR)

Lo Tung (SHOUTS):
Hold on!
(haugu)
This old man may be poor,
but he seeks neither money nor fame.
My daughter will see out her life in this humble cottage under my support.
Please take back all the gifts,
and allow me to beg for the Chancellor’s forgiveness.
Chiu-Yung (BEGS AND WEEPS; haugu):
Sir, I have been living in the Embroidery
Valley, uneducated about worldly manners.
Moreover, I am always sick,
and my body has long been weak.
They are signs of a short life,
not a good omen.
Taking me as a concubine would only be bad for the Chancellor’s
virtues and fortunes.
(ABOUT TO KNEEL.)
Ying-Chung (PUSHES Chiu-Yung ASIDE; haugu):
Ahem!
Old man, on the list of gifts are thousand boxes of gold.
Beyond the list there is also a small dash of authority.
Those who comply will survive,
Those who do not will but die.
The fair lady will be escorted and welcomed with colourful banners.
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You had better prepare the dowry as soon as possible.
(LEAVES)
(SERVANTS AND MAIDS LEAVE GIFTS BEHIND AND LEAVE.)
(Lo Tung YELLS, BUT IS IGNORED. Pui Yu, IN PANIC, ENTERS.)

(Chiu-Yung RUSHES FORWARD TO EMBRACE Pui Yu, gwunfa):
I would rather die than comply.
I swear I will not obey in order to survive.
We have already tied the knot of love under the tree.
Remember to bring along the flower’s soul,
and mourn for me in the funeral hall.
(BREAKS INTO TEARS.)
Lo Tung (IN GREAT ANGER; UNTIES OVERCOAT; gwunfa):
I failed to slay the wolf with my sword,
(gong stroke)
Who would have expected the wolf to come back at me now.
Blood will be shed in the Hall of Great Pleasure;
I shall take care of both my and the country’s ills.
(POSTURE)
Daughter, Bring me the sword.
Pui Yu (COMES FORWARD):
Master Lo, Master Lo,
it would be hard not to get hurt dealing with the evil one.
To hit a stone with an egg is foolhardy.
I do have a plan for avoiding disaster.
Chiu-Yung AND Lo Tung (SIMULTANEOUSLY):
What is your plan?
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Pui Yu:
I heard Chiu-Yung say she has not been in good health.
I therefore have this inspiration:
The wicked minister is going after her beauty,
yet has no idea about her health.
Why not feign insanity?
Perhaps a scene at the Chancellor’s residence could avert disaster.
Lo Tung:
Feigning insanity?
(haugu)
Ga Chi-Doh knows women very well.
I am afraid my daughter would not survive from his intense scrutiny while
feigning insanity.
Pui Yu (haugu):
Master Lo, do not worry.
I have yet to go to the Chancellor’s residence to pay tribute after the
civil examination results were released.
I can now go to his residence as an insider.
I will convince the Chancellor the severity of Chiu-Yung’s insanity.
Afterwards, let Chiu-Yung go to him,
and we will see what we can do at that point.
Lo Tung (HESITANT):
This…
Chiu-Yung (haugu):
Dad,
in order not to be humiliated and molested by the wicked Chancellor, it
would be much better to cause a scene by feigning insanity
than to sit, wait, and do nothing.
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(Lo Tung NODS)
Pui Yu (HOLDS Chiu-Yung, gwunfa):
You put on make-up suggesting illness,
I go and knock at the Chancellor’s door.
CURTAIN
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ACT THREE

THE VIRGIN FEIGNS INSANITY

SETTING:

MAIN HALL OF CHANCELLOR GA CHI-DOH’S
RESIDENCE

(Two hall guards HOLD WHITE CLUBS AND STAND ON EITHER SIDE OF
THE ROOM DIVIDER)
(Maids EACH HOLDING PORTABLE CENSERS ALSO STAND BY THE TWO
SIDES)
Ga Fuk-Yi STANDS NEXT TO THE LAMP ON THE RIGHT; Luk-Yi ON
STAGE LEFT.
Curtain raiser; starts pipa music
Gong-Sin (DRESSED IN RED; ENTERS QUIETLY FROM STAGE RIGHT,
APPEARS WORRIED; TAKES A GLANCE AT THE HALL, APPROACHES
Fuk-Yi): Fuk-Yi, why has the hall been newly decorated today?
Fuk-Yi (A BIT SURPRISED):
Don’t you know it’s the Chancellor’s playtime today?
Gong-Sin (QUICKLY):
Eh? Playtime?
Fuk-Yi:
The Minister learned of a beauty from the Embroidery Valley named
Chiu-Yung.
He has sent his men to propose on his behalf.
I heard she was to arrive in a colourful sedan.
After the minister looks at her beauty,
the wedding will take place.
Gong-Sin:
Oh!
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(slow woodblock; gwunfa):
When one just refused to enter hell;
another is to jump right into the pool of lust.
The Hall of Great Pleasure is a place with many moonlit pleasures,
but also a place of many a sorrow and regret.
Ying-Chung (ENTERS FROM STAGE LEFT. SEEING THAT Chi-Doh HAS
NOT YET APPEARED, HE STEPS INTO THE HALL, APPROACHES
Gong-Sin FRIVILOUSLY, AND SAYS IN A LOW VOICE):
Hey auntie, come over and talk.
Pipa and small gong
(Gong-Sin SEES Ying-Chung AND IS DISDAINFUL; WALKS SLOWLY
TOWARDS HIM).
Ying-Chung (haugu):
Gong-Sin, worst for women is to be matched with the wrong man;
Most painful for men is to meet somebody already married. Think
about the thirty-six concubines at the Minister’s residence – when
one is happy, how many are crying at the same time?
Sister Gong-Sin is now right in her prime,
she will not bear with cold pillow and quilt.
Gong-Sin (SMILES COLDLY, haugu):
Not exactly;
from what I know,
worst for women is to be disgraceful;
worst for men is to be lustful.
As they say,
an empty bed is easy to bear with,
but improper desires are hard to harbour.
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Ying-Chung (FLIRTATIOUSLY, haugu):
Gong-Sin, Sister Gong-Sin,
haven’t you heard the Chancellor?
One feeds concubines to satisfy one’s playful nature.
They can be offered to others in the morning and collected back at night.
Virtue and loyalty do not matter.
With the moonlight so romantic,
one night of pleasure easily beats however many monuments extolling your
chastity.

Gong-Sin (heavy gong stroke; ANGRILY):
Would you be more respectful!
(slow woodblock, WEEPS A BIT, haugu):
While one still takes good care of her own life in the Hall of Great Pleasure,
Most in the Chancellor’s Residence are shameless rascals.
What have their ancestors done to have such descendants.
Sigh!
How wrong is the saying,
descendants get to reap their rewards,
because their ancestors have ploughed the fields!
Ying-Chung (TURNS ANGRY; GIVES CHILLING SMILE):
My auntie!
(gwunfa)
Auntie is uneducated about the notion of broth-sharing;
she instead accuses her nephew of gluttony.
By the time she turns old and with her charm gone,
not a single butterfly or bee will care to throw a glance at her!
(SLAPS HIS SLEEVES)
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Gong-Sin (SMILES COLDLY):
Mr. Nephew!
(gwunfa)
Pick whichever wild apricot as you wish;
the orchid by the concubine pillow is not to be tainted. I
would rather die being ignored by the Master,
than to allow frivolous butterflies and bees to visit.
(SLAPS HER SLEEVES.)
(noise FROM BACKSTAGE LEFT)
The Chancellor enters the hall!
Ying-Chung (STANDS SOLEMNLY AND IN GREAT FEAR.)
Two maids (IN COLOURFUL DRESSES, HOLD CENSERS, LEAD Chi-Doh
TO ENTER FROM STAGE LEFT.)

Chi-Doh (moderate beat):
The columns are made of gold,
the fences are made of jade.
Their magnificence can match Teng Wong Mansion,
that has inspired many a poet’s eulogies.
The Chancellor’s residence is of course no ordinary building.
The Red Plum Pavilion keeps valuable scrolls.
The grand mansion is named Hall of Great Pleasure;
it makes E Fang Palace look pale in comparison,
whatever shows up in a mirage would also look mundane.

(gwunfa):
Whatever I use, it is all gold and jade –
look at the dishes and bowls I use,
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look at my neat writing pad.
(MOVES TOWARDS HIS SEAT):
High is my reputation; hundreds of officials look up to it;
like the pine at the top of the mountain, adored by thousand cranes.
Pipa starts rapid music but gradually slows down; small gong in accompaniment
Lun-Yi (ENTERS SWIFTLY FROM STAGE FRONT ON STAGE RIGHT):
Report to the Chancellor.
Chi-Doh (GETS DOWN FROM HIS SEAT; HOLDS Lun-Yi):
What news do you have?
Lun-Yi:
Minister, minister,
We were so joyful on our journey out,
But once we arrived at the Embroidery valley with the palanquin,
Things were downright dreadful.
Chi-Doh (SURPRISED):
How dreadful were things?
Lun-Yi (raps):
Miss Lo has a face as pretty as the peach blossoms,
eyebrows as graceful as the new moon.
But she appeared completely insane!
She would call a cow a horse,
and would name flowers leaves.
How can she become your concubine with such insanity?
Chi-Doh (HOLDS Ying-Chung, haugu):
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Phew! You have brought me the pleasure of disappointment.
It is all down to your tendency to boast.
(POSTURE)
Haven’t you heard that one should not pick thorny flowers or rotten fruits?
How could a crazy girl enter my residence?
How could my eyes stand her insanity?
(plain speech)
Send back the palanquin!
Lun-Yi:
Order taken!
(TAKES A FEW STEPS)
(Gong-Sin IS MORE AT EASE.)
Ying-Chung:
Wait a minute!
(haugu)
Sir,
when I left engagement gifts for Chiu-Yung in the Embroidery
Valley, the sun hang high in the sky.
I saw her leaning against the tree, singing,
wondering at the flowers she picked.
There was no sign of insanity.
Her alluring beauty was all that I could feel.
Chi-Doh (with gong stroke, FONDLES HIS BEARD AND PONDERS):
Um…..
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(gwunfa)
Long have I been in the depths of women,
much carnal pleasure I have enjoyed.
My nose can detect the slightest trace of fragrance. I
can graft ailing branches and cure them.
If she indeed thought flowers to be leaves,
seriously insane she must be.
Yet somebody has sworn by her graceful singing,
leaning against the tree.
Might the poor girl be trying to reject my proposal?
That she is insane, so that I would send her back?
Let me get the virgin here first,
and then puncture her flowery bile.
(SNAPS HIS SLEEVES)
Lun-Yi:
Order taken.
(LEAVES QUICKLY).
Chi-Doh (RETURNS TO HIS SEAT ALL SMILES; HITS THE DESK, AND
TALKS TO HIMSELF):
Hum! I laugh at the young girl who rejects wind’s care and caress!
Gong-Sin (ALSO SPEAKS TO HERSELF, WITH HANDS CLOSED):
I just hope the wild deer could escape from the lion’s reach.
(Chi-Doh (one heavy stroke; THROWS BEARD; STARES AT Gong-Sin. GongSin IMMEDIATELY RETREATS AND STANDS AT THE BACK IN FEAR.)

Pipa and small gong
(Sau-Yi (door attendant) HOLDS A NAME CARD; slow woodblock; ENTERS
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FROM STAGE RIGHT; QUIETLY WAVES Fuk-Yi OVER AND WHISPERS
INTO HIS EARS, THEN GIVES HIM TWO PIECES OF GOLD. Fuk-Yi NODS,
AND ACCEPTS BOTH THE GOLD AND THE NAME CARD.)
Fuk-Yi (PUTS THE GOLD IN HIS POCKET, ENTERS THE HALL, KNEELS):
Report to the Chancellor,
a scholar by the entrance begs to meet with you.
Chi-Doh (gong stroke):
Phew!
Today is the day for flower appreciation;
it is not a time for meeting guests.
Return the name card!
Fuk-Yi:
Yes….yes…..
(IS TO STAND, BUT FALLS ON HIS KNEES AGAIN. REPORTS WITH
A WRY SMILE):
Your slave report again to the Chancellor:
the guest is a student from the Royal Academy,
and enjoys quite a good reputation.
It does not seem…. it does not seem right to reject him.
Chi-Doh:
What is the name of this student?
Fuk-Yi:
Pui Yu of Saan Sai.
Chi-Doh (haugu):
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Ahem!
I remember on the day when examination results were announced,
all those who were awarded degrees came to my residence to pay respect.
Pui Yu is the only who did not show up;
Chut, this guy is arrogant and lazy.
(STILL SMARTING.)
Gong-Sin (haugu):
Sir Chancellor,
those who came to please you were mostly after money and power.
Only the truly talented and capable could afford to stay independent.
It is rather nice for Pui Yu to pay tribute to you.
It means that the Chancellor is very well-esteemed in the society.
Chi-Doh (FLATTERED, FEELS BETTER):
It does not matter.
Call him in quickly then.
(Fuk-Yi LEADS Pui Yu IN. Pui Yu PAYS Fuk-Yi SECRETLY ON THE WAY).

Pui Yu (AT STAGE FRONT, gwunfa):
Before going through the door of the Chancellor’s residence,
one has to spend some money.
Before climbing up the hall of the Chancellor,
one has to be cordial and polite.
The servants here do not take people without status and rank seriously.
They themselves are of the fourth grade in the hierarchy.
(TAKES A FREE LOOK AT THE SURROUNDINGS.)
Wow! How much manpower was needed to fulfil his dreams?
How much wealth from ordinary folks has been appropriated for
his luxuriously decorated fences and walls?
Let the virgin feign insanity in the Minister’s residence.
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I have secretly become the bodhisattva who rescues her from suffering.
Enter and prostrate.
Your highness the Master, Pui Yu offers his regards and respects!
Chi-Doh (THROWS COLD GLANCE; SHOUTS):
Stand!
(haugu; IN SOME ANGER)
Pui Yu!
On the day when the examination results were announced,
why didn’t you come to thank me?
And why are you now showing up after three months?
Pui Yu (DELIBERATELY SOUNDS INTRIGUING):
I did have reasons for my laziness and tardiness. I beg the pardon of
the Master! Do pardon me!
Chi-Doh:
Why were you lazy and lousy?
Pui Yu (THICKENS THE PLOT INTENTIONALLY):
It contains romantic elements which, I am afraid,
are too embarrassing to discuss.
Chi-Doh (SHOWS INTENSE INTEREST AS SOON AS HE HEARS ABOUT
THE WORDS “ROMANTIC ELEMENTS”; SMILES, SHAKES SHOULDERS):
Not to worry, just tell.
Pui Yu (haugu):
Master,
my elder brother and I came to the capital to take the civil examination.
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I was lucky to have done well,
but my brother failed.
So, he tried to wipe away his pain and disappointment with wine
and women.
Soon he became obsessed with an insane girl’s beauty,
paying no heed to her illness.
After he returned home,
he turned insane and jumped to his death from a cliff.
(ACTS SAD; WEEPS):
I mourned for the loss of my brother,
and stayed home for two months for his funeral.
Chi-Doh (heavy gong stroke; TAKEN ABACK, LEAVES HIS SEAT):
Esquire Pui, Esquire Pui, How did the insane girl look like?
Pui Yu (mukyu):
She has a pair of lovely, watery, inviting eyes.
Chi-Doh:
What happened when she was sick?
Pui Yu (mukyu):
She would point at flowers and call them leaves.
Chi-Doh:
How many times did your brother have fun with her?
Pui Yu (mukyu):
They were together for only half a month, the affair was rather brief.
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Chi-Doh:
What were the symptoms of the illness?
Pui Yu (ACTS; mukyu):
Suddenly he would glide like a snake on the ground.
When he was crazy,
he was like a screaming ghost,
or a ravished wolf.
Chi-Doh (WITH URGENCY):
How did he behave when his illness became serious?
Pui Yu (DRAMATISES EVEN FURTHER):
Like a vampire worshipping the moon;
he would forget his meals,
like the rakshasha devil ransacking the Taoist altar.
Chi-Doh (heavy gong stroke; percussion pattern; FACE TURNS PALE; gwunfa):

Voluptuous clouds and the charming mood are tempting,
but sickly willows and rotten flowers are not to be touched.
Gong-Sin, pass the order to the hall attendants:
Close all doors and windows to avoid insanity and all that.
Gong-Sin (promptly):
Order taken!
(TAKES A FEW STEPS FORWARD RAPIDLY)
(Pui Yu EXPRESSES SATISFACTION IN A DIFFERENT SCENE)
Ying-Chung (SHOUTS):
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Hang on a minute!
(APPROACHES Chi-Doh; BOWS WITH A SMILE; gwunfa):
Real insanity would surely cost one his life.
Fake illness, however, would never do so!
The fresh flower and charming moon I saw must not cheat and mess around.
True or fake illness,
it is to be judged through a critical examination.

Chi-Doh (SUDDENLY CHEERS UP; IN LAUGHTER; haugu):
Pui Yu, Pui Yu, you came just at the right moment.
This old man has laboured in politics for thirty years,
but he is still lacking a fine lady in his inner chamber.
Today he would like to take a Lo girl as concubine,
who would entertain him in his remaining years.
(accelerando).
only to learn that the girl is insane,
and he does not know how real is her insanity.
In order not to follow the steps of your late brother,
I would like to call on your experience and critical eye.

Pui Yu (NOW ON ALERT):
Well…..
(HAS NO CHOICE; haugu):
The Master has given his order, how dare the student be lazy?
Chi-Doh:
If that’s the case, very good.
Prepare a seat for him!
Pui Yu:
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Thank you, Master, for the seat.
announcement from back stage right:
The palanquin returns to the Residence.
Fuk-Yi:
Report to the minister, the palanquin has returned.
Chi-Doh (SHOUTS):
Take her up to the hall!
(RETURNS TO HIS SEAT)
Chiu-Yung (FEIGNS INSANITY):
My chaotic green hair matches well with my colourful dress.
(Lun-Yi APPEARS TO BE AT A LOSS)
(Lo Tung ACCOMPANIES Chiu-Yung, THE THREE POSTURE AT THE
ENTRANCE FROM BACK STAGE. (The double-reed sona plays the first phrase
of the paizi “At the Silver Altar” in speeding up tempo), TO THE FRONT
STAGE THE FATHER AND DAUGHTER POSTURE TO HIGHLIGHT
INSANITY (Extremely soft accompanying percussion pattern)

Lo Tung (ACTS):
Chiu-Yung, Chiu-Yung,
this is the hall of the Chancellor,
not your own maiden chamber.
You have to behave yourself.
(GIVES HINTS TO THOSE INSIDE THE HALL)
Chiu-Yung (PICKS UP HINT, POINTS AT Chi-Doh):
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Who is this?
Lo Tung:
The current Chancellor.
Chiu-Yung (POINTS AT Pui Yu):
Who is that?
Lo Tung:
Probably a guest official in the Hall.
Chiu-Yung:
Phew! Who would trust you?
strings to play the second section of “On the Silver Terrace”
Ignore not the solemn deities of the Ten Palaces of the Underworld.
The lamps shed light on the dark altar in the middle.
I see the angry faces of demons.
Who is announcing the orders and distributing the flags?
Offend and disturb not the solemn and tense atmosphere.
Encountering harassment and crisis in the secular world,
one’s love and remorse would also turn into hallucination.
Who has cheated, and who has profited?
Who is dragging me to this dark altar?
Who is making my jade rings and golden pin fall down.
Painful! Disastrous!
(TO Lun-Yi):
Dare I bother Horse-Face to extract my soul.
(TO Lo Tung):
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Ox-Head, please lead my way!
(KNEELS)
Lo Chiu-Yung,
a human girl bows to The Infernal King the mighty magistrate!
(MAKES EYE CONTACT WITH Pui Yu.)
Chi-Doh (STUNNED BY Chiu-Yung’s BEAUTY; PLAYS WITH
BEARD, POINTS AT Lo Tung):
Who is this?
Lo Tung:
Sir Chancellor!
(WEEPS; gwunfa):
Come dusk who would care about the white-haired?
No medicine can save the pretty young one in the mountain.
An insane daughter leaves her father heartbroken;
the father
I have nothing but fear that all good possible fortunes will go eventually.
Chi-Doh:
…..Um….
(haugu)
Lo Chiu-Yung,
you managed say your name.
Despite your insanity,
you seem rather clear-minded.
Chiu-Yung,
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When boys and girls become of age,
they get married.
If you married the Chancellor,
there would be no end to your luxury.
Never will you have any regrets,
and you will be proud of yourself.
Chiu-Yung:
Phew!
What is so royal about the Chancellor?
Infernal King, your words are pretty wrong.
(haugu)
There is a royal master in the human world who is capable of
manipulating the King to control rule over local lords!
He can call upon the wind and summon the rain to bring him luxury with his
authority!
It is a pity that there is no Chancellor in the underworld but only
the magistrate,
who can distinguish the good from the wicked through the Catalogue
of Birth and Death.
Even Chancellors from the human world could be punished by being thrown
into a cauldron of boiling oil,
and made to walk up the Mountain of Swords.
Chi-Doh:
Hum!
Although she seems to talk nonsense,
pointed comments directed at me are everywhere.
(haugu)
As you may know,
the Chancellor of this world is powerful enough to manipulate the Emperor
in his rule;
His power decides on matters of life and death,
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and can turn one’s fortune into misfortune.
Those who dare oppose his authority die immediately from his
blind clubbing.
Chiu-Yung (SHOWS DISDAIN):
Phew!
(haugu):
People in the human world are scared of death,
but ghosts have no such fear.
In the human world,
there are sudden fortunes as well as calamities;
In the underworld, however,
there is no abuse of power,
or messing around with life.
Given that Infernal King was fair and just,
who cared about the abusive Chancellor?
(Chi-Doh RENDERED SPEECHLESS).
Pui Yu (GETS UP FROM HIS SEAT):
Your honour, your honour!
(haugu):
This girl can’t distinguish females from males,
and not even black from white.
Her illness is grave;
her insanity of extreme danger.
Her condition is identical to that of the girl with whom my deceased
brother was infatuated.
Taking her on as a concubine would certainly shorten your life.
If you didn’t drive her away as soon as possible,
I am afraid you would find it too late to regret.
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Chi-Doh:
… This…
Gong-Sin (rapid haugu):
Chancellor, ignore not the girl’s insanity.
Her madness must not be taken lightly!
Given the Chancellor’s honour and esteem,
there is absolutely no need to jump into fire for momentary enjoyment.

Lo Tung (DRAGS Chiu-Yung away):
Chiu-Yung, the Chancellor would not take a mad girl,
we’d better go home.
(FEIGNS DISAPPOINTMENT.)
(haugu):
Sigh!
How beautiful a daughter I have,
but she is as insane as she is beautiful.
Not being able to enjoy the available blessing and wealth,
now I am seeing my ticket to a luxurious life torn up.
(WEEPS)
Home you go! Home you go!
Chi-Doh (WAVES HIS HAND, READY TO DISMISS THE FATHER
AND DAUGHTER).
Ying-Chung:
Minister!
(haugu):
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If the old man were after a ticket to a luxurious life,
and if he would not want to leave until his dream was fulfilled,
then the girl’s insanity would be genuine.
Now that Mr. Lo did not seem to be too keen on his ticket,
and that he seemed desperate to leave,
the insanity must be fake.
Chancellor,
you are so experienced in worldly matters.
How could you be fooled by the beauty so readily?
Chi-Doh (LEAVES SEAT SLOWLY; MOVES TOWARDS Chiu-Yung; gwunfa):

No drug would cure true insanity,
but there is sacred pill that cracks fake illness.
Lowered curtains make the Hall of Great Pleasure a discreet place; a
stab at love is so much more effective than a strike by the club.
(SERIOUSLY)
Chiu-Yung,
whether you are truly insane or just faking it
I will treat you as my love and take you on as my concubine.
As the evening is coming to an end,
And the curtains are well lowered,
let’s go inside the leisure hall arm-and-arm and hand-in-hand.
(SUPPORTS Chiu-Yung WITH BOTH HANDS AS POSTURE.)
Let me try out this crazy flower and sick willow.
(Pui Yu PANICS; FEELS DESPERATE STANDING BY THE SIDE)
Chiu-Yung (RISES, cries):
How heartbreaking! My tears stream! What pain!
Chi-Doh (CURIOUS ABOUT HAPPENINGS AND TAKES OFF HIS HANDS):
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Why are you crying?
Chiu-Yung (ACTS EVEN MORE INSANELY; HOLDS Pui Yu WITH
ONE HAND):
Magistrate,
(SILENTLY)
Is it true that the Infernal King is to marry me?
Pui Yu (PRETENDS TO UNDERSTAND WHAT SHE IS SAYING):
Hey!
It is not the Infernal King who wants to house you in luxury;
it is the Chancellor who is keen on marrying you.
Chiu-Yung (SHRIEKS):
What pain!
(in crisp chungban of the old style):
Upon hearing the good news,
my face shows sadness.
Worried I already am with too many guests in my maiden chamber,
Now yet one more person wants to fight for my favour.
The love scene has always been absurd:
You please your man,
and you have a crazy sister-in-law.
I have but only one heart;
how could I tend to both old and new lovers.
Many monks, little porridge.
Aside Chiu-Yung has already been committed.

Chi-Doh:
Phew!
No matter how much you argue,
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I just won’t give up.
(accelerando)
According to my man’s report, you
leaned against the tree in song, and
picked up flowers to wonder at. If
you were married already,
where would you find the time to do so?
In fact, to whom are you married?
Where is your husband?
Chiu-Yung (FEIGNS SHYNESS):
If you ask where my husband is,
he is right in front of your eyes.
Chi-Doh:
Who?
Chiu-Yung:
This one….
(POINTS AT Pui Yu).
(Pui Yu IN GREAT FEAR)
Chiu-Yung (IMMEDIATELY MOVES HER FINGER TOWARDS Lo Tung;
SEDUCTIVELY):

This, this … this one.
(THROWS HER SLEEVE ONTO Lo Tung’s shoulder)
(fast chungban in the old style):
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I blame you, little darling;
I blame you, unfaithful man.
Someone held my belt secretly.
I was so shy my hairpin dropped down to my earrings.
Lazy is the man by my bed,
You don’t seem to care,
you don’t get anything done.
Handsome man, don’t be so stone-hearted.
Don’t you remember my head ornaments lying on your pillow last night?
(THROW A DISCREET GLANCE AT Pui Yu, gwunfa):
My darling, I won’t allow our love to water down.
(with long melisma, PRESSES CHEEK AGAINST Lo Tung AND HINTS
Pui Yu)
Lo Tung (ACTS; STAMPS FEET):
Enough! Who on Earth would take her father as her man?
(KNEELS DOWN, ALL TRAGIC, in weeping voice):
Minister! Minister!
I have reached the age of seventy.
Facing this insane daughter of mine,
even I become scared;
my every hair and bone stands.
Would you please let me bring her home?
I will hide her deep in the mountain and lock her up in the
impoverished valley,
so that she will cause you no more trouble.
(WEEPS)
Chi-Doh (HESITATES):
This…
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(APPEARS EXTREMELY ANXIOUS)
Gong-Sin:
Chancellor,
since the virgin is so insane,
keeping her is no good.
Why don’t you let her go?
Chi-Doh:
Phew! As they say,
More is revealed when one tries to hide.
What do you women know?
Go away!
SNAPS HIS SLEEVES)
(Gong-Sin LOWERS HEAD; LEAVES QUIETLY.)
(no percussion pattern played while Gong-Sin retreats)
Pui Yu (AS Gong-Sin LEAVES, COMES FORWARD, loudly):
My respected teacher, nothing
seems to be in hiding;
the whole thing seems rather apparent.

(rapid percussion pattern; chungban in reversed tuning):
Forget about those involved,
even observers get scared stiff watching the happenings.
Who could bear to see a white-haired,
Who could bear to see a youngling,
behaving like a pair of intimate Mandarin ducks?
Ew, like silkworms spinning cocoons.
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(IMITATES Chiu-Yung’s SEDUCTIVE POSTURE AND EYE MOVEMENTS.)
Most captivating about her is her smile with a glance.
When she throws herself at you and beg for your embrace, and
when she throws you her charming glance,
her eyebrows are not even closed.
Those are her most irresistible and devilish.
It is said that being active with women is a sign of longevity.
Even if the virgin were not insane, to be married to her would be
an exhausting and life-shortening endeavour.
Has anyone on Earth ever taken her father as lover?
She even asked for a kiss from him once, and then mumbled intimate words.
(gwunfa):
Her inability to recognise her relatives is rather crazy.
Confusing fathers and lovers is strong evidence of insanity.
(SINCERELY)
Respected Master, respected Master.
This girl is completely mad and not human;
she revels only in her insanity,
and doesn’t recognise her father.
Chi-Doh:
Heh?
How do you prove this girl does not recognise her father?
Pui Yu (DESPRATELY):
Her in…in….insanity is proof.
Chi-Doh (SHAKES HEAD):
Ahem!
Insanity can be genuine,
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and it can also be fake.
It is hard to determine.
However, I do have a wonderful method.

Pui Yu:

Please enlighten.

Ying-Chung:

Please enlighten.

Chi-Doh:
Pass me the club!
(GRABS CLUB THROWN TO HIM BY HIS GUARD; HOLDS Lo Tung.)
(gwunfa):
I will observe your response when my club is raised.
When it strikes, you know it would be difficult to hold back your tears.
When the body of the father is hit, the pain is on the daughter.
I have observed how many times you have hid your tears with your sleeves.
(percussion pattern)
(Chi-Doh STRIKES Lo Tung THRICE; LAST STROKE AIMED AT HIS
HEART. TURNS BACK TO OBSERVE Chiu-Yung’s REACTION.)

(Chiu-Yung ACTS AS IF NOTHING HAPPENED.)
(Lo Tung VOMITS BLOOD; FALLS.
(gwunfa, WEEPS):
The white-haired man is like a lit candle in strong wind.
There isn’t much time left for him to sigh at this world.
I do not expect any son-in-law to be paying tribute at my grave,
if only the insane girl could take leave….. from such sickness.
(Chi-Doh APPEARS TO STRIKE AGAIN):
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Hum!
Three strokes are not fatal enough.
Let me give you one more.
(RAISES CLUB, READY TO STRIKE AGAIN.)
Chiu-Yung (SMILES THRICE):
He he! Ha ha! Oh oh!
Chi-Doh (CURIOUS; FREEZES):
Why are you laughing?
(Chiu-Yung CLAPS THRICE.)
(in ancient moderate beat):
Chan Sai Mei was beaten up at the phoenix altar.
Gwai Ying hated Wong Fui for his indifference.
Lady Willow interrogated Gwai Seung with force.
Wong Yuk No treated the late arriving man with a club.
Like Mok Kai, he was also unfaithful.
The lady is used to seeing jealousy.
I just can’t stop laughing – so much that my waist hurts!
(gwunfa)
You have shown no care whether the Infernal King is to marry me or not.
I grab the club with green patterns with force.
Chi-Doh:
The father moans,
but the daughter does not cry at all.
It proves that the crazy girl is not cheating me.
Let me have one fewer head on my pillow roster.
Better not take her,
so as to avoid trouble in the future.
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(RELUCTANTLY)
Let her go!
(SNAPS SLEEVES; TURNS BACK TOWARDS AUDIENCE.)
pipa music starts; small gong in accompaniment
Pui Yu (WIPES SWEAT SECRETLY; kindly):
Let her go!
Chiu-Yung (FEARS Chi-Doh IS PLAYING TRICKS, SITS ON FLOOR
AND SHOUTS):
Who ordered me to go?
eh…. I am not going, I am not going.
Chiu-Yung is no longer a human being;
she has become a ghost.
My soul is in the Infernal Palace,
my corpse is in the Embroidery Bamboo Garden.
You cannot just ask me to come and go freely.
Even if I received the certificate of revival,
my corpse might already be rotten. Who
is going to return my corpse to me,
to redeem my loss, to love me, and to marry me?
(SITS ON THE GROUND, CONTINUES TO CRY AND SHOUT)
Chi-Doh (LOSES HIS TEMPER, THROWS BEARD, TURNS HIS HEAD):
Phew!
This mad girl is costing me my moonlit pleasure time.
She is still crying and causing disturbances.
Charges!
Tie her up and throw her out of my residence!
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(All guards ACT AND COME FORWARD)
(Ying-Chung APPROACHES AND PROSTRATES):
Chancellor!
The public look up to the Chancellor’s Residence.
Throwing her out of this door would attract too much attention.
Please have second thoughts.
Chi-Doh (STAMPS HIS FEET)
Hum!
Pui Yu (FEARS FOR FURTHER PROBLEM, QUICKLY COMES
FORWARD AND BOWS):
Master, this crazy girl is no longer human.
Keeping her in the residence will bring trouble.
Throwing her out of the door will invite criticisms….
You have been treating me so well,
I have not had a way to repay you thus far.
Would you allow me to see her out on your behalf?
Chi-Doh (BECOMES SUSPICIOUS, BUT PRETENDS TO BE WORRIED):
Are you sure you can do that?
Pui Yu:
I just wanted to give it a try.
Chi-Doh (FEIGNS POLITENESS):
If you would please.
Chi-Doh (INTENTIONALLY TURNS HIS BACK AND BECOMES
AGNOSTIC)
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Pipa and small gong
Pui Yu (APPROACHES Chiu-Yung):
Lady, would you please go home?
(THROWS SECRET GLANCES AT HER)
Chiu-Yung (STILL SITS ON THE GROUND SHAKING HER BODY):
Hum…
Lo Tung (ALSO APPORACHES WHILE CARRYING HIS INJURIES):
Chiu-Yung, let’s go home.
(THROWS HER A SUBTLE GLANCE)
Chiu-Yung (GETS THE MESSAGE, COVERS HER MOUTH, LAUGHS):
How funny the Infernal King has issued a warrant for the wrong soul.
The Magistrate is to send the guest away.
Help me stand up please!
Lo Tung AND Pui Yu (HELP Chiu-Yung STAND; SUPPORT HER OUT
ON THE WAY, slowly singing “Golden string hanging the Hibiscus”):
In order to prevent rumours from spreading further,
Do not talk freely about it on the street.
Chiu-Yung:
Returning from the underworld,
Lo Tung:
Close the door and take no more guests.
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Pui Yu (FACES Lo Tung):
If the Chancellor were offended, it would be difficult to live again,
with his unforgiving sword.
Chiu-Yung:
My body becomes an orchid in the empty valley.
Lo Tung:
Say farewell to the world,
and lock her up in a broken cave of a remote mountain.
Chiu-Yung (HOLDS Pui Yu’s SLEEVE; INTENSELY WITH LOVE AND
CARE):
The crisis is over.
Pui Yu (RETURNS HIS SENTIMENT; in a low voice):
The seeds of love have been sown.
repeat accompanying musical phrase
(Chiu-Yung AND Pui Yu CANNOT HELP BUT COMMUNICATE THEIR
LOVE FOR EACH OTHER WITH THEIR EYES)
(Chi-Doh SLOWLY TURNS HIS HEAD, STARES AT THEM, NODS, AND
APPEARS TO HAVE UNDERSTOOD A THING.)
Lo Tung (NOTICES Chi-Doh’s CHANGE IN DEMEANOUR;
DELIBERATELY ACTS AS IF IN SHOCK, TAPS Pui Yu):
Ew!
(POINTS AT Chiu-Yung):
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Her insanity revives and freezes in front of our eyes.
Pui Yu (ACTS SHOCKED):
Keep away from the world to avoid trouble.
(PUSHES Lo Tung AND Chiu-Yung OUT OF THE DOOR, THEN
IMMEDIATELY SHOUTS):
Shut the door!
Chiu-Yung (percussion pattern; KNEELS AND EMBRACES Lo Tung, CRIES;
gwunfa):
Although it was easy to save you with three cries and three laughs, I
fear the stroke aimed at your heart is much harder to heal.
My heart is shivering, having just escaped from the cage and trap.
My muscles are all tense, my chilled bones brittle.

(HALF FAINTS; TURNS ILL.)
Lo Tung (gwunfa):
One ought to take precaution of the undying wind even after the rainstorm
is over.
It is especially dangerous to have waves come back in deep water.
Fish in the water are afraid to be drawn into the net.
Birds in the sky should avoid the golden balls.
Chiu-Yung, you should not have talked to Pui Yu intimately as you
left. I saw the Chancellor was listening on attentively,
smiling and caressing his beard.
The wicked minister is extremely cunning.
We have to take precaution of his possible tricks.
We can no longer live in the Embroidery Valley;
we’d better abandon our nest and take flight.
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(accelerando)
What is more,
although tears flow from your eyes no more,
your sickness is apparent on your face.
I had better hurry you off to Yeung Chow tonight,
where you will take refuge from my old master.
Sigh! How true is the saying:
Cheung On has a wicked Chancellor.
Chiu-Yung:
How has this lowly one find herself in great pleasure.
Chi-Doh (BREAKS INTO LAUGHTER SUDDENLY; TO Pui Yu):
Pui Yu, Pui Yu,
were it not you to advise me,
I would already have been too much into the beauty,
and could not pull myself out of the mess.
If you were not so learned,
how could verse flow from your mouth so effortlessly?
I have had the fortune of meeting and nurturing many talented men in
my life.
I regret having let Man Tin Cheung go;
but how lucky I am to have a young Esquire Pui now!
(haugu):
Why don’t you stay here and wait to be commended,
while giving me advice on various matters?
There is a studio beneath the Red Plum Pavilion,
And you can study there.
The scenery is serene and wonderful.

Pui Yu (gong stroke):
Hum…
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(IN A DIFFERENT SCENE):
Well… Since the Chancellor values talent to benefit the nation,
why don’t I stay on as a strategist.
Perhaps I could change his mind over matters, and
so get to do something good for the society…
(POSTURE; haugu):
Since the Master does not mind this poor scholar,
I must pay you back with my service.
I would go through hell if need be.
Chi-Doh:
How wonderful! It is getting late.
Maids, carry your lamps,
bring Esquire Pui to the studio,
and serve him well.
Pui Yu:
Thank you, Master!
Ying-Chung (haugu):
Chancellor, Uncle,
I have followed you for five years.
The Chancellor has always been eagle-eyed,
Nothing ever escapes him.
But why is he so off-form today?
Chi-Doh (FEIGNS IGNORANCE; SMILES, haugu):
Um, are you puzzled by the way I treated Pui Yu?
Ying-Chung (haugu):
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Of course:
first, it was clear that Chiu-Yung was very intimate with Pui Yu when
she left.
Second,
(in low voice; secretively)
This morning,
when I made the proposal in the Embroidery Valley,
I vaguely saw a scholar in the pub;
He resembled Pui Yu very much.
Chi-Doh (STILL FEIGNS IGNORANCE):
Oh! Is this so?
So, in your opinion,
How should Pui Yu be handled?
Ying-Chung (STEPS FORWARD; haugu):
First, kill the Scholar in the hall;
Then, arrest Chiu-Yung and treat her properly in bed.
Chi-Doh (SPITS AT Ying-Chung):
Phew! Jejune idiot!
(mukyu):
Their acting could not have escaped my eyes, even when blurry.
I long noticed that Pui was an enemy in disguise.
It is only because of his reputation in the Academia that deters me
from taking action.
Killing him at this moment would be inviting trouble that I would
rather avoid.
(SHOUTS)
Bring down the precious sword from the wall for me!
Ying-Chung:
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Order taken!
(BRINGS SWORD)
(WIND STARTS BLOWING; LAMPS ARE BLOWN OFF.)
Wai-Neung’s GHOST PASSES FROM THE RIGHT.
Chi-Doh (COVERS FACE WITH SLEEVES)
Hold the lamp higher, hold the lamp higher.
Ying-Chung (BRINGS SWORD TO Chi-Doh, BLOWS DUST OFF THE
SWORD):
Sir Chancellor, what is the sword for?
Chi-Doh (RECEIVES SWORD; mukyu):
The cloudy window under Red Plum Pavilion is cold.
Wait until the third watch is signalled.
First use the sword to pierce through the bladder of Pui Yu.
Then use the green veil and reed matting to wrap his corpse.
Wind starts to blow off the lamps
(Wai-Neung’s GHOST PASSES THROUGH FROM THE RIGHT AGAIN.)
Chi-Doh (EXTREMELY SHOCKED; LIES ON HIS DESK):
Hold the lamp up higher,
hold the lamp up higher.

(The maids RELIGHT THEIR LAMPS)
Ying-Chung:
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Chancellor, Chancellor,
what shall we do with Pui Yu’s dead body?
Chi-Doh:
Idiot!
(gwunfa)
The bottom of the Peach Blossom Pool is one thousand feet deep.
Tie it up with a stone, and the corpse won’t float.
The cloudy terrace on the mountain is million feet high.
It would be difficult to recognise a corpse with bones in pieces.
(THROWS HIS SWORD)
Ying-Chung (CATCHES SWORD; gwunfa):
At the third watch, I will sneak into the soul-captivating trees.
The red plum shades are banners of soul-calling.
Waiting for the moment when the rooster crows;
Then throw the corpse wrapped in reed matting into the water.
(LEAVES FROM STAGE LEFT)
Chi-Doh (gwunfa):
First remove the speck in my eyes.
Then grab the green jade back from the weedy door.
(LEAVES)
CURTAIN
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ACT FOUR

THE GREAT RESCUE

Curtain Raiser: The first phrase of paizi.
Pui Yu (ENTERS FROM STAGE RIGHT, slow beat in sigung mode):
The wind at the painted corridor waves the bamboo.
What a serene, moonlit night in this world!
A view of the garden with plants aplenty,
and with tall and low buildings in the background,
has made me sentimental.
High up in the sky hangs the moon.
The dream at the bridge could not be continued at night.
My wandering body is but one, how could I share it with two lovers?
Why don’t I write some new essays,
rather than missing the old swallow in vain.
Who carries such a face as handsome as Sheung Yu’s,
such a build as good as Sung Yuk’s.
(SITS DOWN; HOLDS PEN IN CONTEMPLATION)

Gong-Sin (DRESSED IN RED; ENTERS FROM STAGE LEFT. HOLDS A
SILVER BASIN CARRYING CANDLES AND PAPER OFFERSINGS.
GOES UP TO THE RED PLUM PAVILLION; slow beat in sigung mode):
I am sneaking up to the pavilion dark at night. Deeply
moved I am; the candles are also in tears. Affairs and
remorse do not deserve to be put on record.
What a shame, the bones of the beauty are covered under the coffin.
She should not have been at the receiving end of the scholar’s love,
Which drove her into a sea of remorse and sadness.
After the rabbit has died, the fox knows its turn cannot be far.
(slow beat)
Thinking of the late beauty,
Two rows of tears stream from my eyes;
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they shed secretly to the Red Plum Pavilion.
(with music accompaniment):
Sigh!
Since her death, I have been missing Wai-Neung in pain.
I remember she was wearing a dress in red when she died in my arms.
I therefore want to dress in the same colour as well to remember her,
as well as her tragedy.
(GOES UP TO THE PAVILION AND BURNS PAPER OFFERINGS)
(THE WIND BRINGS ASHES OF BURNT OFFERINGS TO Pui Yu’s STUDIO
DESK. Pui Yu IS SHOCKED TO SEE THESE “PAPER BUTTERFLIES”
FLYING AROUND.)

Pui Yu (with music accompaniment):
This fine evening isn’t the time for making offerings to the dead,
my quiet studio is not close to the green grave either.
How come the wind is bringing these paper butterflies through my window?
(GOES OUT TO THE GARDEN TO LOOK; slow beat):
Suddenly I see a fine lady in red, and vaguely I hear the tingling sound
of her jewelleries.
I wave at the lady, and ask her for whom are the paper butterflies burnt.
(TAKES A LIGHT BLOW)
Lady, Lady!
Gong-Sin (SEES Pui Yu; slow beat):
The red Plum Terrace is close to the Scholar’s studio.
He is leaning slightly against the window under the banana tree.
He is rather polite, so it should be all right to meet him.
Strings accompaniment in support throughout
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Pui Yu:
I greet you, lady.
Gong-Sin:
I greet you, scholar.
Pui Yu:
We seem to have met each other before;
would you be kind enough to remind me who you are?
Gong-Sin:
I am a young concubine from the Chancellor’s Residence.
I met you in the Hall of the Residence today.
Pui Yu:
Oh… Lady, to whom are you paying tribute?
Gong-Sin:
The hostess of the Red Plum Pavilion, who was my sister.
Pui Yu:
The hostess must be a person of elegance and culture.
You said she was your sister,
so she could not have been old.
How did she pass away?
Gong-Sin (SIGHS):
Sigh!
It is too painful for me to talk about it;
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I can’t start; it’s just too hard.
(WEEPS)
Pui Yu:
Did she die of illness?
(Gong-Sin SHAKES HER HEAD WHILE WEEPING)
Pui Yu:
If she did not die of illness, was she fed up with life?
Gong-Sin:
Ai, Scholar, you keep on asking,
just deepening my sadness.
How could anyone up in the pavilion be fed up with life?
How tragic she died of and for love.
(gong stroke; COVERS HER FACE WITH HER SLEEVES; ABOUT TO LEAVE)

Pui Yu:
Lady, please don’t leave;
lady, please don’t leave!
Women in this residence serve only the Master,
how could there be any other love affair?
This humble servant appreciates flowers too;
could I learn about her death cause,
and the source of her regrets?

Gong-Sin (PONDERS SADLY IN SILENCE FOR A WHILE, THEN mukyu):
Loving fantasies gone up to the heart, and led to fatal happenings.
Pui Yu:
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When did she die?
Gong-Sin (mukyu):
The door of the grave opened on the day she toured the lake.
Pui Yu:
Who was her lover?
Gong-Sin (mukyu):
There has indeed been one, but he wasn’t there.
Pui Yu:
How did things turn sour?
Gong-Sin:
There was no wind at the willow bank, but the wind eventually came.
(more crisply):
The one in power would not allow his love to be taken away from his grasp.
The King of ghost did not allow her to reincarnate either.
There was no way to protect her from being slaughtered, cut and cooked.
Thus her face, her beauty and her body all vanished.
(music accompaniment to continue)
Scholar,
since you claim to be a flower admirer,
you would empathise with the solitary flower’s soul.
Visiting her is inconvenient for me,
But the Red Plum Pavilion is close to your studio.
I am telling you the full story,
because I have to ask you for a favour.
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Could you offer candles and lamps to the deceased on my behalf?
(IN WEEPING POSTURE)
Pui Yu (WITH SADNESS):
Lady, please tell me the story.
Gong-Sin:
The host of the Red Plum Terrace was touring the lake with the Chancellor.
She encountered a scholar, and her heart was sent aflutter.
She remarked the young man was handsome,
but the exclamation set off the Chancellor’s jealousy.
The Chancellor had her killed,
and her head stored in an embroidered case.
The Chancellor returned to the court the next day,
and summoned all the concubines to the hall.
Holding the embroidered case aloft, he said,
“This is the engagement gift for the young man”.
He opened the case, and we saw it...
it was the head of the Red Plum Pavilion hostess,
and there were blood stains everywhere…
and her eyes were still wide-open…
(CRIES SO HARD SHE COULD NOT TALK ANYMORE)
(Lun-Yi PASSES BY THE RED PLUM PAVILION AND SPOTS THE TWO;
TAKES NOTE AND LEAVES)
Pui Yu (EQUALLY SCARED AND ANGRY):
Sigh,
with what reason did he destroy the flower so violently?
(gwunfa)
I have witnessed red plum beyond the willows being buffeted by rain;
I wonder if she was the one in the coffin.
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I wish to hold her hand and ask the whereabouts of the red plum:
Sister, could you stay on for a little bit longer?
Gong (JUMPS AWAY SHY AND SCARED; gwunfa):
Willow and plum have the same root.
They can’t stand the wind,
and they require extreme care. The
rabbit’s death saddens the fox.
How could I repeat her example of talking to a man?
(LEAVES; rapid pipa music in accompaniment)
Pui Yu (GOES CENTRE STAGE):
Sigh,
the red plum vanishes,
and her fragrance gone –
might the one in the coffin be the one who rejected my zither?
(THINKS THINGS OVER)
No, no,
I remember when I embraced the zither and said farewell in tears,
no-one was around, and there was no wind at the willow bank.
It could not have caused any jealousy.
I suppose the one who suffered the violent death was somebody in a
similar situation.
I could not help but be moved.
Why don’t I go up to the Red Plum Pavilion secretly.
Even if I could not take a look at her face,
I would be able to extend my feelings there.
Pipa music turns rapid
Pui Yu (HOLDS A HALF-LIT CANDLE; WALKS UP TO THE PAVILION IN
FEAR. USES THE CANDLE AS LIGHTING; POSTURES AND READS):
The coffin of Lee Wai-Neung,
the coffin of Lee Wai-Neung.
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(slow beat; SINGS AS HE WALKS DOWN):
The coffin whose colour is fading shows her elegant name;
Even when the lights are off,
Her charming, slender shadow still lingers in the air.
(SCARES HIMSELF)
I thought her fragrant soul was returning to the willow hut,
but in fact it was the shadows of flowers that moved, having been brushed by
the bamboos.
(LOOKS BACK)
I bow to the sleeping beauty inside the coffin,
hoping to relieve the grievances of the underworld’s new recruit.
Say not we live next to each other;
Better stress that the living and the dead are oceans apart.
(RETURNS TO STUDIO; HOLDS HIS BOOK BUT CAN NO LONGER
FOCUS. TAKES OUT INK BLOCK TO GRIND, BUT STOPS SUDDENLY):
Sigh,
my mind is all at sea,
something appears amiss.
Hum,
Might the lonely ghost be blaming me for not saying prayers for her?
(REPEATEDLY CHANTS “Namo Amitābha ”
WITH PRAYING HANDS, UNTIL HE IS TIRED AND FALLS ASLEEP ON
HIS DESK)
(WIND STARTS; RED PLUM PETALS FALL; LIGHTING TURNS BLUE;
CREATE ALL SORTS OF EERIE EFFECT. THE RED LAMP COLUMN IN
THE STUDIO SUDDENLY TURNS BLUE AS WELL. DO NOT DISTRACT
THE AUDIENCE BY SPOTLIGHTING THE RED PLUM PAVILION)
Newly composed melody “Resentment of Not being born” starts softly
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(SPOTLIGHT FOLLOWS THE MUSIC AND GRADUALLY ZOOMS TO THE
PLUM PAVILION)

Sudden thunder
“Ghost” OF Wai-Neung LEANS OVER THE COFFIN AT THE START,
WITH HER HAIR ALL UNTIDY. UPON heavy gong stroke SUDDENLY
REVEALS FACE, AND WALKS DOWN FROM THE PAVILION with music
in accompaniment; then starts song):
The spirit has left the Jade Palace,
and is now wandering in the mist;
it hates the cold moon still here.
Clouds have yet to cover the halo,
so I could only hide under broken tiles. Scared
of waking up cats who will then meow,
frightened by nightingales that are flying back and forth.
The time announcer appears again,
I can only escape to the flowers under the rain.
My waist hurts;
I have slipped over green moss.
long nine beat interlude
By the dim candle flames,
The scholar is already here.
He is as handsome as ever.
The music is over but the zither is still there.
Slightly I sigh, my cheeks are overrun with tears.
(Pipa music; WEEPS)
Ai! I remember when I was alive,
I told Gong-Sin about my aspiration by the willows.
Even if I had to be a concubine,
I would like to serve a scholar.
Who would have expected I died long before such wish was
fulfilled… Looking at the studio, there is a green lamp,
together with a few scattered scrolls.
My unfulfilled dream,
Why don’t I fulfil it now.
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Pipa music
(SLIPS INSIDE STUDIO AND TIDIES DESK UP; STANDS BY DESK SIDE TO
GRIND INK FOR Pui Yu. WIND STARTS TO BLOW; FALLING PETALS FLY.
Pui Yu WAKES. Wai-Neung immediately SLIPS BEHIND HIM ON STAGE
RIGHT)

Pui Yu:
My sleepiness delays my writing.
(PICKS PEN UP AND PUTS IT DOWN. ABOUT TO GRIND INK, BUT
SHOCKED):
I remember before the slumber,
I intended to grind ink for writing three essays on a spring excursion.
Eventually I did not make it;
I was too tired.
Why… why…after the sleep,
why do I smell ink,
why is the ink container full?
Wai-Neung (STANDS BEHIND HIM; haugu, low and restrained voice):
A muse is what you lack,
I have served as your companion out of admiration.
(IMMEDIATELY SLIPS TO STAGE FRONT ON STAGE RIGHT BY THE
GREEN BAMBOOS)
Pui Yu (TURNS HEAD TOWARDS THE RIGHT, FAILS TO SEE ANYBODY.
TALKS TO HIMSELF SLOWLY AND BECOMES MORE AND
MORE SCARED; haugu):
I clearly heard a human voice;
Why couldn’t I see anyone?
(GOES TO THE RIGHT; LOOKS FEARFULLY)
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Wai-Neung (LOWERS HER HEAD, SMILES, haugu):
Tonight, we are neighbours just a few feet apart from each
other. I am breaking my sadness and have come to you,
because I love you.
Pui Yu (SEES Wai-Neung, SHOCKED):
Oh!… You… aren’t you…
(new melody “Rainbow Feather Dress in Eighteen Beats”):
You came riding on the clouds driving through the mist.
By the flowery pavilion,
your shape is still there.
You stand by the green bamboos elegantly,
Like an exotic flower growing at midnight;
like Goddess Lok,
leaning on her green sleeves in waiting.
Pui Yu (SCARED)
Wai-Neung (continues singing; APPROACHES HIM; Pui Yu RETREATS
UNTIL HE NO LONGER CAN):
Don’t you remember,
while taking wonder at the willows at the Tiger Hill,
I returned the zither with tears on my cheek?
I secretly admired your talent and offered you my heart.
We expressed our or each other briefly,
but never had the chance to meet again.
My fate was tragic as it was fatal.
(with music accompaniment)
The peach blossom beyond the willows is buffeted by the rain.
Blown aloft, all fell into the Pleasure Boat.
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Do you remember our words at the end of the bridge?
Pui Yu (with music accompaniment):
Ah! The one in the coffin is the one who returned the zither.

(SMILES; FINDS COURAGE TO COME FORWARD):
The fragrance has always been there,
Blossoming already started at the Chancellor’s Residence.
(Wai-Neung ALSO SMILES AND TAKES A STEP FORWARD)

Pui Yu:
I quickly retreat from the flower.
After further thoughts I am puzzled.
You have been in inside a coffin.
How did you manage to come here?
Or have you turned into a ghost,
thinking of this handsome man,
wanting to take me to the netherworld?

(with music accompaniment)
Earlier I saw burnt paper offerings turning into butterflies.
They made me go up to the Red Plum Pavilion.
I saw the name Lee Wai-Neung written on the coffin.
Obviously the beauty is dead,
unless you… unless…
(resumes singing)
seeing your coffin is soon to be buried,
your spirit has left the Pavilion to descend into my studio,
trying to rekindle our love?

Wai-Neung (WEEPS; continues with singing):
The one from the grave,
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she is not returning to harm.
Worry not about accidents.
The Chancellor’s Residence is hosting a coffin of mine,
all because of my sacrifice of disfigurement for you.

Pui Yu (WITH SOME SADNESS):
I know, I know.
Wai-Neung (continues with singing):
I was castigated because of my love for you.
Wai-Neung has found true joy.
How could hot tears stop from running down my cheeks?
Even horrible death was worth it.
(Pui Yu EXTREMELY TOUCHED; CRIES BUT WITHOUT FEAR):

Wai-Neung (continues with singing):
Who would love me now when my fragrance is gone,
when I have withered?
I cry fiercely, having to return to the underworld.
(POSTURE)
Soon the green grave under the willows will see a pool of blood;
Who is to open the cold coffin?
Even if it were opened,
The flower inside will already have turned into ashes.
(shifts to primary tuning)
My love for you have cost me my life.
The blood is still fresh in my hair.
I return because I sense your sadness.
(COVERS FACE, BREAKS DOWN IN TEARS COMPLETELY)
instrumental interlude
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Pui Yu (FACES Wai-Neung; ALSO CRIES):
Wai-Neung, Wai-Neung,
love at first sight runs deep;
had you known you would be beaten to death,
why did you not receive the zither,
to follow the example of the Girl with the Red Broom,
who eloped with the one she loves?
Wai-Neung (SOBS, SHAKES HEAD; with music accompaniment):
Despite my humble origin,
Elopement for personal pleasure is what I despise.
Pui Yu (continues with singing):
For me you have been castigated and now caged inside a steel coffin.
Wai-Neung (continues with singing):
No matter, sorry I just indulged in self-pity.
Pui Yu (continues with singing):
I must make up for it by accompanying you to the netherworld.
(with music accompaniment; CRIES):
How would I not know for whom you died.
Wai-Neung, Wai-Neung,
why don’t you bring me down under,
where we can spend time together.
Far better than being in two different worlds and missing each other.
Wai-Neung (continues with singing):
You are not done with your life on earth yet;
you won’t quite find the entrance to the netherworld.
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The infernal registry does not have your name listed.
Pui Yu (continues with singing):
You, lonely creature, how sorrowful a life you had!
We are embracing love in the air, and miss each other.
Wai-Neung (GIVES A SECRET SMILE AFTER SEEING HIS SILLINESS):

Would it be a problem to love and miss each other,
if we inhabit two different worlds?
(with music accompaniment)
Pui, I am from the netherworld, while
you are from Earth most lively.

(LOOKS AT HIM WITH A SIDEWARD GLANCE)
Are you not afraid of me?
Pui Yu:
Not at all, not at all.
I was so happy to meeting you that day already.
There was mutual attraction behind willows and flowers.
I thought of you all the time,
so much I wanted to sniff your clothes to overcome lovesickness.
I wanted to express my love,
Yet I did not have anyway.
Unable to find the beauty’s maiden chamber;
It was so difficult for me to suppress my feelings.
(with musical accompaniment)
Wai-Neung, Wai-Neung,
recall we immediately fell for each other since meeting at the bridge.
Now that I am seeing you in person,
my heart still has that intoxicating twinge…
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Ewwww! Ewwww!
The fragrance may be gone,
but certainly not our love;
The string may be broken,
but love is still there.
Wai-Neung (SMILES SWEETLY):
Hum! Who would believe you?
(POSTURE)
A ghost though I am,
I still roam about on Earth;
I may not be able to look at the netherworld’s wedding registry,
I know about love affairs on Earth pretty well.
(resumes singing)
The virgin from the Embroidery Valley has already opened her heart for
you. Tell me not the string may be broken but love is still there.
After the fatal disaster,
I must try to stay clear of jealousy.
You were stunned by Chiu-Yung’s
beauty. Was it out of love or something
else? You hid yourself in the pub.
Was it her beauty or her body that you loved?
When you received the flower from her,
you were captivated.
Where was I in your heart at that moment?
(DASHES OFF)
Pui Yu (ANXIOUS; continues with singing):
All because the bridge side lady was impossible to reach.
However wrong the love was, so tragic it was when unrequited.
And I had no way to pursue matters further.
But my love for the one at the bridge has never changed.
I really hope to see the flower of love blossom.
I lost the plum, and substituted it with a peach instead.
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Wai-Neung is the one I really love;
Chiu-Yung is but a surrogate.
(with musical accompaniment)
As they say,
a flower in the mirror is all but attainable,
so I retreated, and went for the next best.
The one and only reason for me to love Chiu-Yung is she resembles you…

Wai-Neung (NODS WHILE LISTENING ON; MOVED TO TEARS):
Pui Yu my darling,
oh you have done that for me,
poor you!
(resumes singing)
One line from you and all my organs churn.
I am so shy that I can’t even show my face.
My spirit is half-ruined, but my love remains.
Where do I find the courage to express my desire for reunion?
After all, leaving my life behind in the netherworld wouldn’t be bad.
My heart is inebriated;
it is leaning beyond the flowers.
(LEANS BY THE FLOWERS, LOOKS AT Pui Yu ALL ENAMOURED)
Pui Yu (COMES FORWARD WILDLY ALL OF A SUDDEN; continues
with singing):
Secretly I embrace her fragrant shoulders,
and lightly press against her cheek.
Wow! Her captivating fragrance stuns me.
I don’t care whether her body was stored in the steel coffin or not.

(with music accompaniment; LIKE DRUNK):
Wai-Neung, Wai-Neung,
back in those days,
To Lai Neung managed to enjoy intimate love three years after her death.
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Tonight Lee Wai-Neung returns to the Red Plum Pavilion with her spirit,
why can't she share a pillow with me?
Wai-Neung (STAMPS FEET; PUSHES HIM ASIDE; in weeping voice):
Liaison with you tonight would really do you harm.
(DOGS HIM)
Pui Yu (WOULD NOT LET HER GO):
You don’t have to be shy and scared.
I press against your cheek and hair.
(POSTURE)
Wai-Neung (RESISTS Pui Yu WITH HER HANDS AND SHAKES HEAD):
Who wants to go to have a romantic time with you tonight?
Pui Yu (PULLS HIS HANDS BACK, PRETENDING TO BE ANGRY):
The heavenly lady is rejecting this genius.
The love-crazed bird complains among the phoenix’s indifference.
(POINTS AT HER)
If you didn’t have any desperate loving desire,
Why have you come to me in the rain?
(TURNS BACK TOWARDS HER)
Wai-Neung (COMES FORWARD TO CALM Pui Yu DOWN):
Why has the virgin come?
She is not expecting physical love.
Someone is going to kill and finish off my loved one.
gong stroke ending abruptly
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Pui Yu (STUNNED; continues with singing promptly):
Who has secretly put guards on the terrace?
Wai-Neung (continues singing, more rapidly):
Under the new moon and dim lamp,
the door of the grave opens.
I sneaked into the Hall of Great Pleasure to scrutinise.
The hall was fully lighted all of a sudden,
which made me feel deeply suspicious.
Someone has cleared the dust on the sword.
He will come and kill my loved one at the third watch.
My love for you is really deep.
I fear my handsome man will be killed.
I am coming to rescue you.
Pui Yu (IN GREAT FEAR, continues with singing):
However much he tries to conceal his intentions,
the Chancellor is showing his cruel face.
So he is to kill me.
Romantic matters cause disasters.

short interludes to allow Pui Yu to wander back and forth.
Wai-Neung (continues with singing):
I reckon things will be fine.
Pui Yu (SCARED; continues with singing):
As if the sword were already here.
Wai-Neung (continues with singing):
At the boundary between human and the netherworld,
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there will be a sea of blood around the Pavilion.
Pui Yu (EVEN MORE SCARED; continues with singing):
I want to escape from the trap and dash past the willows.
Wai-Neung (continues with singing):
You would certainly be in a coffin soon if I were not with you now.
Pui Yu (continues with singing):
It would be bad if arrows were shot in the dark.
Wai-Neung (continues with singing):
They are hiding at the balcony.
Pui Yu (continues with singing):
I am afraid this time there would be…
Wai-Neung (continues with singing)::
an accident.
(MOVES TO STAGE RIGHT AND DANCES THERE)
Pui Yu (continues with singing):
I don’t care,
I won’t take care of myself.
Let the sword do me in;
we can then continue our love in the netherworld.
music shifts to the key of D and slows down; continue to be in accompaniment

Wai-Neung, Wai-Neung,
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Since I will be chased after and eventually killed in the human world,
why don’t we fly together to the realm of ghosts?
Me being put to the sword will allow us to enjoy love that we have yet
to enjoy…
(CRIES, WEEPS, AND KNEELS)
Wai-Neung, only if you could wait for me at the Bridge of No Return,
then we could become a ghost couple,
and death would not be something to fear.
Wai-Neung (EMBRACES Pui Yu, CRIES; continues with singing):
My heart breaks again when you express your love.
Yet, the flower has withered, its fragrance no longer there.
It can no longer be picked up to be wondered at.
(HELPS Pui Yu UP)
Wind and rain will continue to come to us.
Your old companion at the bridge,
(POINTS TOWARDS THE PAVILION)
has her grave covered with dust.
She has lost her muscles,
and only her bones remain.
She is no longer beautiful,
and she will not be able come again in the coming evenings. I
wish your love for Chiu-Yung would never change.
Pui Yu (STUNNED, SHAKES HEAD, moderate beat in yifan mode):
Let no jealousy creep in when you bid farewell,
Do not pierce my heart with hurting words.
Wai-Neung (continues with singing):
My words are truly from my heart.
You don’t have to be shocked.
Pui Yu (continues with singing):
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I just wanted to repay your true love; there
is no any better time to die than now.
Wai-Neung (continues with singing):
I have no precious stones to mend the green sky,
no sand to fill the sea of remorse.
Pui Yu (continues with singing):
Fearing that she will leave my arms,
I desperately cling onto her shadow.
I stamp firmly on her rope for reincarnation.
Wai-Neung (continues with singing):
My shadow will fade with the wind and rain;
my soul and spirit can no longer return.
WIND STARTS TO BLOW; FLOWER FALL. HORSESHOE NOISES HEARD.
THIRD WATCH ANNOUNCED.
Pui Yu (PANICS; gwunfa in primary tuning):
The clock tower announces the third watch stroke by stroke.
Sudden rain and windy thunder rush to cover what is left of the moon.
Ying-Chung (HOLDS SWORD; ENTERS FROM STAGE RIGHT. RUSHES
FORWARD, STRIKES Pui Yu WHO ESCAPES WITH Wai-Neung’s
PROTECTION)
Ying-Chung (sings tune “Wind Stirring from the Earth”):
With the sharp green sword I strike by aiming at his critical points.
It seems something is blocking my way.
I have lost the Pui guy.
A wind has started outside of the building.
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(percussion pattern; STRIKING SCENE; THE THREE OF THEM GETS
ENTANGLED IN SOME SORT OF DANCE)
Wai-Neung (continues with singing):
I dare counter the sword with my own body.
To avoid the sword,
I have to slip quickly out of sight.
With the wind my sleeves stirs up,
we will dodge both here and outside,
lest we get slain.
(SHIELDS Pui Yu WITH HER SLEEVES)
Pui Yu (continues with singing):
This is most touching.
The white horse is at the end of the cliff,
its life is endangered,
it is crying in the net,
weeping with blood,
and expecting the fatal moment.
percussion pattern
Ying-Chung (continues with singing):
I rush forward again.
I expected the scholar to be in a dangerous plight.
But I did not expect him to have survived thrice from my attacks.
He escaped the sword, and dashed in and out of the building.
My sword did not hit anything;
I have done nothing with it.
(percussion pattern; THE THREE DANCE)
Wai-Neung (continues with singing):
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Too much it is;
so evil are your intentions.
I am all ready to handle you.
I throw my hair around to hurt you violent guest in his eyes.
Percussion pattern in support of action of throwing sand at Ying-Chung’s eyes
(Ying-Chung THWARTED BY THE SAND AND RETREATS)
Pui Yu (PULLS Wai-Neung ASIDE, continues with singing):
The wind is dying down;
the crisis will be over soon.
Hope we have bloody matters behind.
I beg you to offer me love.
Don’t cut us off.
Please do not allow the steel coffin to keep you hostage.
I will stamp the grave door into pieces,
so that we do not have to be separated.

(percussion pattern)
(Ying-Chung ACTS POSSESSED, AND STRIKES WITH SWORD AGAIN)
(Wai-Neung USES HER BODY TO PROTECT Pui Yu AND DRAGS HIM TO
STAGE RIGHT)
(Lun-Yi AND two guards HOLD LAMPS AND ACCOMPANY Chi-Doh TO
ENTER FROM STAGE RIGHT IMMEDIATELY)
(Wai-Neung FACED WITH NO OTHER CHOICE, GRABS Pui Yu AND SLIP
TO STAGE LEFT WITH HIM; MAKES HIM HIDE IN THE BANANA GROVE,
AND USES HER BODY TO COVER Pui Yu)
(Ying-Chung STILL UNDER SPELL; STRIKES AT Chi-Doh)
Chi-Doh (DODGES; heavy gong stroke; SNAPS HIS SLEEVES):
Phew!
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Ying-Chung (RECOVERS AND SEES):
Oh!
It is the Chancellor!
Chi-Doh:
Yes?
Ying-Chung:
Well…at the third watch,
I stroke at the scholar with my sword,
But he has escaped from all of them. It is a real shame.
Chi-Doh (gong stroke):
Right,
a real, real shame indeed.
You are a real shame,
for you are completely useless.
Couldn’t you have struck accurately?
The sword you have can cut through a cow,
and the scholar is so feeble he cannot tie up a chicken.
I do not see any blood on the ground;
and I just do not see any blood on your face either.
Ying-Chung (STAMPS FEET IN SHAME):
Um.
Chi-Doh (mukyu):
Does the Scholar have wings to allow him to fly off?
Ying-Chung (SHAKES HEAD):
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There is no way to Heaven.
Chi-Doh (mukyu):
Did the grave door secretly open for the scholar?
Ying-Chung (SHAKES HIS HEAD):
There is no way to Earth.
Chi-Doh (mukyu):
Has he dissolved into smoke thrown himself into the sea?
Ying-Chung:
The Scholar is no ghost.
Chi-Doh (mukyu):
Has he followed the yellow crane and flown off to a heavenly abode?
Ying-Chung:
The Scholar is not an immortal.
Chi-Doh (IN EXTREME FURY; POINTS AT Ying-Chung, in
accelerated mukyu):
You useless food basket.
The fish is already hooked, and you let it go.
The one in the Red Plum Terrace has already left for the night. I
am afraid we will see more trouble coming in the future.
(SLAPS Ying-Chung. Ying-Chung SWINGS AND KNEELS. FACE TURNS
SAD; long gwunfa):
This feeble Scholar is really good at jumping around.
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When I hit him inward, he jumped outward.
The sword did not get him, and he returned again.
It is clear he was under the banana leaves,
But then I found my sword striking at green moss.
In the mist there seemed to be one dressed in red.
She helped the little scholar escape.
The wind helped blow yellow sand onto my face.
She also completely covered the guy under the sword.
Sir Minister, this little scholar couldn’t have mastered any magic.
Yet every of my strikes missed him.
There must have been a reason.
I vaguely saw a lady in red,
dancing up and down protecting him.
After the green smoke,
both man and shadow disappeared. The
lady must have taken Pui Yu away.
Chi-Doh (heavy gong stroke; percussion pattern; PULLS HIM UP AND
SPITS AT HIM):
Phew!
(gwunfa)
Obviously it was the flickering candle flame that gave moving shadows.
And you thought them movements of a charming lady.
Unless ghost became human at the third watch,
how could there be a lady dressed in red in the deserted garden?
Percussion pattern
Lun-Yi (WITH SNIDE SMILE):
Sir Chancellor!
Please pardon this slave for saying too much.
At the first watch,
there really was a red-dressed lady in the deserted garden.
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Chi-Doh (heavy gong stroke):
Who was it?
Lun-Yi:
I dare not say.
Chi-Doh (YELLS):
Open your mouth!
Lun-Yi:
It was Lady Gong-Sin your wife-as-if.
Chi-Doh:
What was she doing in the deserted garden?
Lun-Yi:
Talking to the scholar.
(Chi-Doh HOLDS Lun-Yi TIGHTLY):
What were they talking about?
Lun-Yi:
They were speaking softly and intimately,
so it was hard for this lowly one to eavesdrop.
Chi-Doh (heavy gong stroke; percussion pattern; fast ancient moderate beat):
Learning about another case of disloyalty,
I have no qualms breaking off willows and beating up plums again.
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Wai-Neung paved the way for more trouble to come.
The Hall of Great Pleasure saw her killing.
There will be another one destroyed by the club.
Is the new one really not intimidated by the coffin,
still lying in the Red Plum Pavilion?
string music to continue
(IN ANGER) YingChung,
you and Lun-Yi go to the side chamber.
If Gong-Sin is dressed in red,
then drag her to the Hall of Great Pleasure,
and let me beat her to death with the club.

Ying-Chung AND Lun-Yi:
Order taken!
(LEAVES STAGE, music in accompaniment)
(Chi-Doh recites poetically):
The Hall still has a club that can grant death,
how can the Chancellor’s residence be without a guillotine.
(LEAVES FROM STAGE RIGHT)
String music turns rapid again, accelerando
Wai-Neung (fast chungban of the old style):
Following the wind, I left; and now I am floating back. I
can take one more ghost to the netherworld with me
But my dear friend who takes care of the candle table is to be killed.
To choose between the love of husband and wife,
or that of two sisters, is
a really difficult task.
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The situation is so pressing that I have forgotten the cock’s
crow, which breaks however much love out there.
(string interlude; ABOUT TO DASH DOWN FROM STAGE RIGHT)
Pui Yu (SEES Wai-Neung IS TO LEAVE, HOLDS HER TIGHT; with
music accompaniment):
Sigh! WaiNeung,
I can’t live without you,
I can’t survive without you.
Please take me to the East if you go East,
and take me to the West if you go West.
I can never be separated from you.
(WEEPS)
We were so intimate and loving under the shades of the flowers.
Why…why are you suddenly cutting off all our liaisons…..
Wai-Neung (with music accompaniment):
Darling,
this time I am going to rescue my dear sister,
who is in great trouble.
(ABOUT TO GO)
Pui Yi (HOLDS HER TIGHTLY; fast chungban in the old style):
How would you be able to stand up for two crises,
with the courage of only one individual?
You are forsaking our love in order to save Gong-Sin.
You are changing your mind and our love.
You are letting branches just grafted be cut.
(gwunfa)
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When your spirit returns under the moon,
it would be hard for you to find me, whatever you brush aside.
(long “taanbaan” melisma)
Wai-Neung (SAD AND DESPERATE, haugu):
My darling, I can’t give up sisterly love
for affection between man and woman.
That’s why I have to go to the Hall of Great Pleasure to challenge
the Chancellor.
Besides, all the doors to the Chancellor’s Residence have been
heavily locked.
I have no physical existence, however, nothing can impede me.
You, on the other hand, do, and you cannot fly.
Unless I take you past the Hall of Great Pleasure,
you wouldn’t be safe.

Pui Yu (heavy gong stroke; SCARED, haugu):
Wai-Neung, Wai-Neung, the Hall of Great Pleasure is fully armed.
Even if I transformed into a butterfly,
I don’t think I could be freed from the trouble.
Wai-Neung (haugu):
Don’t panic.
I will take you to the front of the hall.
You hide under the rack of blackberry rose.
When you see green smoke,
Listen to three hand claps,
after which you can show up in the yard and see me.
There shall not be any problem in taking you out of the trap.
Pui Yu (IN FEAR, haugu):
I wish…wish…wish to die on the Hall of Great Pleasure,
so that my soul, soul… soul and spirit could follow my love to the lover’s
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den.
Wai-Neung (gwunfa):
My spirit still has enough strength
Pui Yu (gwunfa):
to solve hundreds of trouble of this world.
CURTAIN
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ACT FIVE

THE TRIAL OF THE GHOST

Setting: Front yard, Hall of Great Pleasure, the Chancellor’s Residence
Curtain raiser. Six consecutive strokes on the big drum.
(Chi-Doh ENTERS Hall of Great Pleasure FROM STAGE LEFT)
Concubines (IN TWO ROWS, ONE ON EACH SIDE, OFFER Chi-Doh
A HALF-BOW):
Good evening, Sir Chancellor!
Chi-Doh (GLANCES AT THE CONCUBINES ON BOTH SIDES AND
SPITS ON THEM; ancient fast moderate beat):
A sheer waste of supplies,
This is giving away of free food and drinks.
I never hesitate to pay handsomely whenever I buy concubines.
What I have been feeding, however,
is a crowd of mulberry insects, a flock of crows.
The pleasure of being cheated on
can only be matched by the harassing rain that ensues.
The drums are to be heard, the guards are to line up in the hall.
I strike the desk thrice with my alarm wood.
Every time I strike, I shout the word “arrest!”
My bow is well strung for shooting the target of romance.
strings accompaniment to continue
First Lee Wai-Neung,
then Ng Gong-Sin,
both betrayed me by meeting with young men secretly.
Wai-Neung turned into a ghost under the club.
It was over.
Gong-Sin did exactly the same tonight at the third watch.
She shall not live either.
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(SHOUTS)
Guards, clubs ready!
(percussion pattern; Wai-Neung COVERS Pui Yu WITH HER SLEEVES;
ENTERS FROM STAGE RIGHT)
Wai-Neung (AT STAGE FRONT, fast chungban in the old style):
The wind stirs up clouds and smokes from the Earth.
The scholar has lost his elegance,
for he is suffering from a crisis.
His clothes are torn, and his teeth are hurt.
I am not at all scared to see the Minister sitting at the middle of the hall.
Who says the ghosts cannot enter the Minister’s office?
I secretly bring Pui Yu in,
and have him hide under the blackberry rose rack.
Pui Yu (FACE PALE; ASKS CARINGLY, in low voice):
Wai-Neung, Wai-Neung,
I am safe under the flower rack.
But you, ghost of the night, cannot cast magic spell
If an army of million axes and thousand swords is present,
it will make mincemeat of you.
Wai-Neung (COVERS HER MOUTH, SMILES; music in accompaniment):
Phew! Human beings die only once;
they do not die more than once.
Besides, a ghost is not a physical being.
Who cares about swords and spears?
Pui Yu (in low voice, music in accompaniment):
Oh… Oh…Wai-Neung, Wai-Neung,
this rack does not block the wind. If
the dogs barked,
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wouldn’t we be exposed all of a sudden?
Wai-Neung:
If you ignore things you see,
they don’t exist.
Do not panic when you see dogs,
their barking will soon fade.
Darling, please go!
Pui Yu (NODS):
Go, go!
(fast chungban in the old style)
Hiding under the flower rack,
is like a frog at the bottom of a well.
I don’t doubt the love and grace of the ghost.
I don’t think she would leave her man to be fed to the tiger.
With my teeth tightly closed and not uttering a sound,
I will drink a lot of tea to cheer up after all is over.
(gwunfa)
I had better enjoy a slumber under the flower.
Wai-Neung (TAKES A LOOK AT THE HALL; gwunfa):
The Chancellor is staring at his murderous club silently.
He is expecting his victim to be dragged to his prison.
I quickly slip under the banana leaves before Gong-Sin arrives.

Chi-Doh:
Ahem!
This old man has been waiting for half an hour in the Hall,
but still nothing happens.
If she hasn’t been informed and jumped herself to death,
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then Lun-Yi must have misrecognised the lady dressed in red.
(gwunfa)
The Infernal King is expecting to hook the soul.
He is scolding the night demon,
as he has been bored for too long.
Once the despising soul shows up,
throw her into a mountain of sword,
and deep fry her in a cauldron of scalding oil.
(Ying-Chung AND Lun-Yi ENTER FROM STAGE RIGHT, HOLDING
Gong-Sin ON EITHER SIDE)
Wai-Neung (WANTS TO RESCUE HER BUT DARES NOT)
rapid pipa music
Gong-Sin (STRUGGLES AT STAGE FRONT; CRIES):
I am innocent…
I stepped into the Red Plum Terrace at the first watch,
to offer three rounds of incense to her in secret.
(Wai-Neung REACTS)
When… when did I do anything immoral and disrespectful?...
I am innocent! I am innocent!
Ying-Chung (YELLS):
Shut up!
(HINTS Lun-Yi TO LEAVE; SMILES AT Gong-Sin, gwunfa):
You reserve your soup for only one man’s
enjoyment, not allowing me even a spoonful.
Had you given me a little taste in secret,
you would still have somebody to shield you from whatever turmoil to come.
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(EXTREMELY FLIPPANT)

Gong-Sin (EXTREMELY AGITATED; gwunfa):
Wai-Neung did not yield under humiliation back then,
so why should Gong-Sin do anything different?
She would rather give her charm to lions and wolves,
and never spare any for low animal forms.
(SPITS AT Ying-Chung)
(Wai-Neung SHOWS HER APPROVAL IN PRIVATE)
Ying-Chung (IN GREAT FURY):
Phew!
(raps):
Despise, despise,
Your hatred and grievances run deep and strong.
Bring her up to the Hall.
Convict her of immorality and betrayal.
Gong-Sin (KNEELS):
Your Honour, Sir Chancellor!
Chi-Doh (LOOKS AT Gong-Sin’s RED DRESS; OUTRAGED):
Whore, where were you at the first watch tonight?
Gong-Sin:
The Red Plum Pavilion.
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Chi-Doh:
The Red Plum Pavilion? WaiNeung’s coffin lies there; The
Scholar stays right beneath it.
Did you go there secretly to pay respect to Wai-Neung,
or to visit the scholar instead?
Gong-Sin:
To pay respect to Wai-Neung.
Chi-Doh:
Haha, so you need to pay respect to Wai-Neung.
The fox mourns the death of the rabbit.
Birds of a feather flock together.
It was natural for you to pay respect.
I should not have doubted you.
Gong-Sin, Gong-Sin, stand up so that we can talk.
Gong-Sin:
Thank you for your understanding, Sir Chancellor.
Chi-Doh:
Gong-Sin, according to tradition,
what kind of dress does one wear in mourning?
Gong-Sin:
Clothes in white.
Chi-Doh:
How about wedding?
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Gong-Sin:
Clothes in red.
Chi-Doh:
Gong-Sin, Gong-Sin,
When you went to the Red Plum Pavilion secretly at the first watch,
Did you dress in red or white?
Gong-Sin:
Um… the reason is …
Chi-Doh:
I am just asking you about the colour of your dress.
Say nothing else.
Answer up!
Gong-Sin:
I was dressed in red.
Chi-Doh:
Down on your knees!
Had you been paying respect to Wai-Neung,
You would have been wearing white.
But you wore red to celebrate your liaison with the Scholar.
Your hair is untidy, your make-up has worn out.
I think you sneaked into the Red Plum Pavilion to visit the Scholar tonight.
You were not paying respect to Wai-Neung.
Gong-Sin:
Sir Chancellor, the reason was…
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Chi-Doh:
Shut up!
Not even a ghost knew of my secret plan to kill Pui Yu.
Why did he manage to escape from the sword?
Since you spoke to him intimately,
you must have helped rescue him.
Where have you taken him,
and where is he hiding now?
Gong-Sin:
This lowly concubine has no idea.
Chi-Doh:
You really do not know?
(Gong-Sin WEEPS, SHAKES HEAD).
Chi-Doh (SPITS AT Gong-Sin, gwunfa):
You have been fed with the finest things,
from the most remote of mountains and the deepest of seas.
Why have you chosen to delve into muddy waters instead?
I shall leave the club to my nephew.
(TAKES CLUB FROM HIS GUARDS; THROWS IT TOWARDS Ying-Chung.)
Drag this dissolute woman outside and beat her up.
Strike! Club! Hit!
(Ying-Chung DRAGS Gong-Sin OUT OF THE HALL, EXITS STAGE RIGHT).

(gwunfa; WICKEDLY):
Flings aren’t your thing,
So go claim your monument of chastity in the netherworld instead.
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I am interested no more in mopping up leftovers,
I am just glad severe punishment will be meted to the deserving.

(Wai-Neung COVERS Gong-Sin WITH HER RED CLOTH; SPLASHES
SAND INTO Ying-Chung’s EYES)
Ying-Chung (COVERS EYES WITH BOTH HANDS):
Ouch? Why do I strike at a void every time?
Whenever my club is raised, there is a mini sandstorm.
Is it… is it…
Let me wash my eyes first, then I shall come back to slay you.
Wai-Neung (AT STAGE FRONT, gwunfa):
When he returns he will be very powerful.
It is difficult for me then even to make the sand leave the ground.
If a chance presents itself during the chaos,
The ghost will show up in their eyes under the green stairs.
Chi-Doh (HEARS NOTHING; IS CURIOUS):
Aha,
Why I have not heard any sound,
let alone scream, when there is supposed to be killing?
I have not seen any blood either.
Nephew Ying, Nephew Ying, Is Gong-Sin dead yet?
Ying-Chung:
Not yet.
Chi-Doh:
Why haven’t you killed her yet?
Ying-Chung (PICKS UP CLUB; fast chungban in the old style):
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The eagle is stretching its wings,
and the tiger is growling with his teeth in clear sight.
Sweep aside the clouds and mists, here I strike again.
(STRIKES Chi-Doh BY MISTAKE UNDER SPELL).
(Wai-Neung SLIPS TO THE RIGHT. KNEELS; HIDES FACE WITH CLOTH.)
(Chi-Doh SPITS AT Ying-Chung, GRABS CLUB, ABOUT TO STRIKE BACK
AT Ying-Chung.)
Wai-Neung (DELIBERATELY CRIES SADLY):
Innocence,
plea for innocence!
Chi-Doh:
Eh…
Why is there yet another lady dressed in red?
Who is the one kneeling and claiming innocence?
Wai-Neung:
I am not claiming innocence for myself,
I am claiming it for someone instead.
Chi-Doh:
For whom are you claiming innocence?
Wai-Neung:
For Gong-Sin.
Chi-Doh:
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Ha… so Gong-Sin did not rescue Pui Yu,
and you did?
Wai-Neung:
That is absolutely correct!
Chi-Doh:
Who are you?
Wai-Neung:
I am also a concubine in the Chancellor’s household.
Chi-Doh:
Ahem!
Why it is always the Chancellor’s concubines who seek
affairs after their stomachs are filled.
You woman with a cloth covering your face,
what courage you have.
Nephew Ying, Nephew Ying,
quickly shove Gong-Sin to the side,
let me cruelly…
(haugu):
You lowly woman in red,
I have thirty-six concubines in my Residence,
of course I cannot satisfy them all.
To which chamber do you belong?
What is your registration number?
Is your surname Cheung or Chan, Yeung or Ma?
Wai-Neung:
Esteemed Chancellor, why is it necessary to ask?
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(haugu):
Your Excellency, a concubine is like a little star.
When the sky is clear, it will twinkle.
When the sky is gloomy, it is star no more.
As they say,
to marry a wife is to have somebody take care of your treasure,
but to feed concubines is to satisfy one’s playful nature.
Concubines can be offered to others in the morning,
they can return at night to entertain guests and the master.
Sigh! It is a scholar whom I love tonight.
My actions have not violated the rulebook;
They are completely within reason.
Chi-Doh:
Phew!
You should know that those I love are young girls,
and those I abandon only old ladies as gifts.
Your voice sounds young.
What courage do you have,
not only cheating on me, but also with so much flamboyance?
Wai-Neung:
Sigh, Chancellor your Excellency!
You should know I am tied to a silver-haired thing,
while the one I love is a handsome young one in his prime,
on whom I could rely for a long time.
Time’s almost up for the silver-haired thing!
Given the situation,
Why would I not seek twice as much fun?
Chi-Doh (gwunfa; MAD WITH TEETH GRITTING):
I thought that only old eagles had claws to hurt.
I did not know that foxes could also fight back fiercely.
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Do not beg for mercy at the moment of beheading.
When asking for forgiveness,
tell the honest truth and no more.
Wai-Neung (begins melody “Ghost weeping by the grave door”):
Tonight I treaded over the willow corridor to meet him privately;
making love vows in the Flowery Pavilion.
The willow bank disaster gets a second life.
How chic he is;
I am completely intoxicated.
Chi-Doh (continues with singing):
Why did you break out of the cage and let yourself be buffeted by rain,
Cheating on me and getting together with another man…
Wai-Neung (continues with singing):
A match made in heaven we are.
How elegant a setting is the Pavilion with banana groves outside;
with red curtains dangling.
Thoroughly enjoying ourselves and drowned in our happiness,
we ignored the fray fox.
What a delightful time!
(with musical accompaniment; in a dreamy tone)
New moon,
dim lamp,
I leaned against him for embrace.
He held and pressed his face onto my cheek.
Feeling humans cannot pull themselves back;
we necked and snogged,
as if we were a couple of Mandarin ducks neck-in-neck,
or a pair of butterflies chasing after one another.

Chi-Doh (IN COMPLETE FURY; continues with singing):
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Don’t say that you died innocent.
Nobody is more powerful than me in the capital –
why would you give up a prosperous time with me to love him instead?
Wai-Neung (continues with singing):
Phew!
Wicked officials I hate; they
are but fierce animals.
Loving his gentleness and grace is but a natural thing.
You abuse your power and have destroyed many a flower.
Yet you claim to love flowers,
and give yourself whatever aura.
For your crimes you should be slaughtered.
Chi-Doh (SEES RED MIST; continues with singing):
Your razor-sharp teeth spit insults at me.
I shall not be scolded by any of my woman.
I shall now check out the wild horse running away from her manger.
The dandy and the whore,
I shall now arrest.
(with music accompaniment; PULLS OUT SWORD)
The sword is in my hand,
first I shall slay the whore,
then I go and finish off the dandy,
see if that strikes you any fear.

Wai-Neung:
Oh, no fear, no fear.
(continues with singing):
People are silenced by your evil governance,
they are afraid of being killed.
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You have smashed all good things into pieces.
My guest is now riding on the chilly wind;
he is going into my maiden chamber.
To have love chats with me.

Chi-Doh (continues with singing):
You broke away from your golden cage.
So blame not the fierceness of the sword.
(music accompaniment; TWICE STRIKES Wai-Neung, WHO DODGES BOTH
EFFORTS. Wai-Neung DANCES ABOUT, UNFURLING HER RED CLOTH
TO EXTINGUISH LAMPS ONE BY ONE AROUND THE HALL)

Wai-Neung (continues with singing):
Lamps are hung high;
autumnal wind blows them off.
Sending graveside petals into the hall front.

(short interlude; DRY ICE EFFECT ON BOTH SIDES OF THE STAGE;
Wai-Neung SNEAKS INTO THE HALL OF GREAT PLEASURE)
(Concubines ARE IN GREAT FEAR WHEN THE MIST DAWNS UPON, AND
RUN OFF FROM BOTH SIDES)
Chi-Doh (STILL OUTSIDE THE HALL (continues with singing):
Chilly wind and cold mist suddenly descend.
(short interlude; SHIVERS, ESCAPES TO THE HALL OF GREAT
PLEASURE AND BUMPS INTO Wai-Neung)
Wai-Neung (continues with singing):
Truth will be told in the mist.
Chi-Doh(continues with singing):
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I shout at the servants to arrest with their swords.
(Ying-Chung AND Lun-Yi TO LEAD TROOPS UP, JUST AS Wai-Neung
UNFURLS HER RED CLOTH)
Wai-Neung (continues with singing):
I unfurl my red cloth,
unperturbed by this disorganised army.
Chi-Doh (continues with singing):
My heart is chilled to the bone.
(short interlude)
Whore, have you learned black magic,
now coming to claim my life?
Wai-Neung (continues with singing; accelerando):
The spirit wails under the moon.
She unfurls a red cloth;
she must see through the revenge.
The past must be revisited.
The injustice the dead has suffered will not die out.
She is worried her handsome boy may be felled in the
Chancellor’s Residence.
It is not Gong-Sin who rescued him.
strings to repeat music; add percussion
Chi-Doh (IN GREAT FEAR):
Oh! It is a ghost!
We must not offend ghosts.
Lun-Yi, Lun-Yi, Gong-Sin is innocent.
Bring her back to the side chamber immediately.
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(Lun-Yi QUICKLY LEADS Gong-Sin AWAY FROM THE SMALL GARDEN
GATE ON STAGE RIGHT)

Chi-Doh (SEES Wai-Neung IS STILL PLAYING WITH HER RED CLOTH;
GOES BACK AND FORTH, AND BOWS AT HER):
Resentful soul:
as Chancellor,
I have never once forgotten to offer incense to the spirits in any
Ghost Festival.
From where have you wandering soul come to bother us?

Wai-Neung:
This spirit is not a wandering soul, but a domestic ghost.
Chi-Doh:
A house ghost?
(A BIT BOLDENED, GOES UP AND STEPS ONTO Wai-Neung’s
RED CLOTH; gwunfa)
No evil spirit visits a household who does good;
no ghosts have been to the Chancellor’s Residence for a hundred years.
No little demon appears here,
only fierce ghosts could show up in power.
Wai-Neung (gwunfa):
No ghost would turn fierce without injustice.
If I had no hatred, I would not return.
Open your lustful eyes to recognise this ghost:
(gong stroke; HOLDS Chi-Doh, POSTURES)
I am the unreconciled and resentful spirit of Wai-Neung.

(in long “taanbaan” melisma; AS IF TO TAKE HIS LIFE)
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Chi-Doh (heavy gong stroke, percussion pattern, IN GREAT SHOCK, KNEELS,
haugu):
Wai-Neung, Wai-Neung,
I wrongly had you killed the other day.
I have been regretful ever since.
In order to atone for my wrongdoing,
I would like to offer you a hundred rituals,
burn for you ten million dollars in hell money in your honour.
Wai-Neung:
No, that is not want I want.
I want you to stand facing the wall for an hour,
(gong stroke)
hang your head low to reflect upon your wrongdoings,
(gong stroke)
and do not raise your head without my order.
(Chi-Doh IMMEDIATELY LEANS ON HIS DESK AND COVERS HIMSELF
WITH HIS SLEEVES; Ying-Chung AND ALL GUARDS STAND FACING
THE WALL)
(DRY ICE EFFECT SHOULD BE AT ITS STRONGEST AT THIS POINT)
Wai-Neung (SMILES SCORNFULLY; haugu)
Only in the human world do wicked officials get scared.
In the netherworld, what fright do porcupine spikes bring?
(CLAPS HER HANDS THREE TIMES.)
Pui Yu (EMERGES FROM UNDER THE FLOWER RACK UPON THE CLAPS.
HOLDS Wai-Neung’s HAND; DOES NOT KNOW WHERE TO GO):
Wai-Neung, Wai-Neung,
now that we are off the hook,
where do we go?
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Wai-Neung:
Darling, darling,
I had better send you back home.
Pui Yu (fast naamyam):
Your man has no home.
Wai-Neung:
I don’t have one either.
Pui Yu:
I am like a wild crane chasing the wandering colourful clouds.
Wai-Neung:
Yeung Chow can accommodate the runaway horse.
Pui Yu:
No guesthouse would welcome the downtrodden.
Wai-Neung:
Chiu Yong is taking refuge in Yeung Chow city.
Pui Yu:
I will not go and propose at the door.
Wai-Neung:
Staying over does not imply proposal.
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Pui Yu:
Unless you are taking me to the Lo family in person.
Wai-Neung:
You are human, but I am a ghost.
Pui Yu:
Get a permit and get out of the netherworld.
Wai-Neung:
I am asking for an umbrella shielding this spirit,
to protect me when I cross the bridge and take the ferry over.
It would also prevent me from being hit by willows.
(slows down)
The sun is what I fear most.
Pui Yu:
We could become a couple of birds, separated during the day,
but sleep together at night in the same raft.
Wai-Neung (gwunfa):
The fourth watch has already been announced;
the fifth one will soon be over.
We must cut our love talk short.
(DRAGS Pui Yu TO LEAVE FROM STAGE LEFT THROUGH THE SMALL
GARDEN DOOR.)
Fuk-Yi (ENTERS FROM STAGE RIGHT. CURIOUS ABOUT HAPPENINGS.
TAPS Chi-Doh’s SHOULDER GENTLY. Chi-Doh IS IN GREAT SHOCK)

Lun-Yi:
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Sir Chancellor! Sir Chancellor!
Chi-Doh:
What’s the matter?
Fuk-Yi:
Sir Chancellor,
this lowly one comes to be commended!
Chi-Doh:
What for?
Fuk-Yi (haugu):
Sir Minister,
after I sent your wife-as-if back to the side chamber,
I went out to get medicine to overcome my shock.
On the way,
I heard Miss Lo Chiu-Yung is now taking refuge in Yeung
Chow. Her insanity is fake.
Chi-Doh (heavy gong stroke; slow woodblock; ALL CHEERY AGAIN,
LAUGHS, haugu):
Haha!
Had I not seen Wai-Neung’s ghost,
I would have forgotten about her beauty.
Great!
Let me go down to Yeung Chow in person to seize Chiu-Yung myself.
Who cares about the loss of Wai-Neung;
clove can easily substitute for white poplar.
Ying-Chung (haugu):
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Hang on!
Cheung On is where the army is stationed;
it is not a place to leave casually.
Is it really worth making a trip just to pluck a nice flower?
Be mindful your status and reputation are not as before after your retreat
in defeat.
Chi-Doh (haugu):
Phew!
There’s this saying “as beautiful as a ghost”.
I would not have known how beautiful a ghost was had I not seen her.
Now that I know Chiu-Yung resembles a ghost,
what would I have to be afraid of to travel?
Ying-Chung (DESPONDENT):
Right, right.
Chi-Doh (gwunfa):
I have bent the willows along the bank by the broken bridge.
Crossing the river I revisit the flower of Mo Ling.
CURTAIN
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ACT SIX

THE SOULS REUNITE

Lo Tung (FANNING THE STOVE TO COOK MEDICINE AT THE SIDE OF AN
OLD PAVILION.)

Curtain raiser, with pipa accompaniment
Lo Tung (SIGHS, WIPES AWAY HIS TEARS, mukyu):
The young one failed to make the country strong;
The old one now cries every day for his young daughter.
How sad no medicine can cure her;
only the deep love between father and daughter stays on forever.
(speeds up a bit)
Only after rejoining the government have I learned more about
recent politics,
The new King has ordered to examine the books.
He is uncomfortable with the power of the Chancellor;
he wants to catch the shark with a fragrant bait.
Sigh,
I brought Chiu-Yung to Yeung Chow to reunite with my old master.
Who would have expected the new Emperor to reappoint Man Tin
Cheung as the new Chancellor?
The Emperor has also issued a decree to arrest Ga Chi-Doh for his defeats.
(slightly faster):
How unfortunate Chi-Doh is not easy to handle,
for he controls the army stationed in Cheung On.
Knowing Chi-Doh to be a womaniser,
the new Chancellor wishes to deploy Chiu-Yung as a bait,
and let her whereabouts known everywhere.
It is a tactic to lure Chi-Doh out of his cave.
(gong stroke)
Who would have expected Chiu-Yung to be seriously ill?
Sigh!
No fish without the bait I am afraid;
The fisherman will be left crying in the roaring waves.
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(CALLS TOWARDS SMALL HOUSE)
Chiu-Yung, Chiu-Yung!
Chiu-Yung (DOES NOT RESPOND; LEAVES HER HAND DANGLING BY
THE FENCE, STOPS BREATHING; DIES.)
Lo Tung (gong stroke):
Eh!
The wind has put out the lamp.
Might Chiu-Yung have passed away?
(percussion pattern; CRIES LOUDLY, GOES UP TO SMALL HOUSE;
heavy gong stroke)
Ahem.
(PUTS Chiu-Yung’s DANGLING HAND BACK BEHIND THE FENCE AND
LOWERS THE CURTAIN; GOES DOWN FROM THE HUT with percussion
pattern in accompaniment; CARRIES A SMALL BASKET OF CANDLES
AND PAPER OFFERINGS. AT STAGE FRONT, gwunfa)
It is a pity that the young girl never got to marry;
it is now the old man mourning the young.
(GOES UP TO THE HUT TO BURN THE OFFERINGS; pipa and dongxiao
to play prelude to “The Ghost weeping At the Grave Door”. ONCE DONE
BURNING OFFERINGS, LEAVES FROM STAGE LEFT, AND IGNORES
Pui Yu’s ACTING OUTSIDE)
Pui Yu (WITH PAPER UMBRELLA UNDER HIS ARM, sings “Saying
farewell to the ghost at the Banana Grove” AT STAGE FRONT):
Having the moon above the banana grove as companion,
I do not feel lonely.
Even more deserted and quiet it is, outside the West Door.
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Secretly, I call my lady’s in a low voice.
(short interlude)
Wai-Neung, Wai-Neung.
(gong stroke; SHOCKED)
Eh?
After rain,
the air is fresh;
Above the banana grove,
the moon is cool.
Why is Wai-Neung missing?
(CALLS SOFTLY)
Wai-Neung, Wai-Neung!
(SPEAKS TO HIMSELF)
I see a lit house beyond the willows;
Small dogs are barking at the stars.
The time announcer is striking with his bamboo.
If he saw me call Wai-Neung in a low voice,
he would think that this Scholar must have turned idiotic having studied too
hard.

(WIND STARTS; STIRRING UP ASHES FROM BURNT PAPER OFFERINGS
ON STAGE LEFT.)
(SCARED):
Eh? Eh?
Blood from which family has dyed the azalea red?
Ashes have turned into white butterflies.
When Wai-Neung is not around,
to whom can I express my fear?
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(CALLS LOUDER AND LOUDER)
Wai-Neung… Wai-Neung… Wai-Neung…
Wai-Neung (RESPONDS FROM BACKSTAGE THROUGH LOUDSPEAKER
AT STAGE FRONT)
My darling!

Pui Yu:
Wai-Neung!
Wai-Neung:
My love!
Pui Yu (LOOKS AROUND, FINES NOBODY. DISCOVERS SOUND TO BE
FROM UMBRELLA. HOLDS UMBRELLA; COMPLAINS):
Her voice is heard but she is not seen.
I think she must be playing tricks on me again.
(resumes song)
Playing games with me again, it is just too much.
You are so unstable!
(TAPS UMBRELLA LIGHTLY.)
Wai-Neung (SINGING FROM BACKSTAGE):
I have yet to blame you for having forgotten me.
Pui Yu:
Why do you make your man worry?
(with music accompaniment)
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Hum! Wai-Neung,
at the third watch last night,
after we went pass the meandering pool,
you disappeared suddenly.
It made me run to the East,
but there I had to stand the wind;
but if I ran to the West,
then I was afraid of the rain.
We met then,
and you said you went to the capital of the netherworld,
to ask The Infernal King for a favour.
That was fine with me.
But at the first watch tonight,
you suddenly disappeared again
when we passed by the banana grove. I
could find neither the way to heaven,
nor the way to the underworld.
(TAPS UMBRELLA LIGHTLY.)
Sigh!
Wai-Neung,
Once was enough; why did you do it again?
Wai-Neung (BACKSTAGE; COULD NOT HELP BUT LAUGH):

It was your fault,
and had nothing to do with me.
Pui Yu (TALKS TO THE UMBRELLA IN BLAME):
Ha!
It was you who left me,
and yet you are still saying it was my fault!
Wai-Neung:
Darling,
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(resumes song)
how could I move around without you opening the umbrella?
Pui Yu (ALL OF A SUDDEN COMPREHENDS):
That’s why I suddenly lost the ghost at midnight on our way.
(adds prelude; OPENS UMBRELLA TO ALLOW Wai-Neung TO COME
OUT. Wai-Neung DANCES; THE PAIR POSTURE)
Wai-Neung (POINTS TOWARDS Chiu-Yung’s HOME):
You have reached the Phoenix Cave, where
you can tend to unfinished business.
You should pay a visit to the fair lady and wake her up.

Pui Yu (SHAKES HEAD):
A heartless man I have never been.
Why would I do the indecent thing and forsake our love?
Pipa; small gong
Wai-Neung:
You really are a faithful lover;
you impress me so very much.
No wonder Heaven appreciates your devotion,
and allows the plum to reincarnate……

Pui Yu (STUNNED):
Eh?
Heaven appreciates my devotion,
and allows the plum to reincarnate?
Wai-Neung:
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Perhaps you don’t know.
Do you remember,
when we passed by the meandering pool at the third watch last night,
I suddenly left you without saying good-bye?

Pui Yu:
Yes, yes, I remember when you returned,
you said you had gone to the capital of the netherworld…
Wai-Neung (NODS):
to ask the Infernal King for a favour.
Pui Yu:
What did you ask for?
Wai-Neung:
Sigh, darling, darling,
you are a talented man, and I am a love-obsessed ghost.
We have been so intimate these days,
how could my heart not be moved?
I therefore went to the capital of the netherworld,
to move the Infernal King with my devotion and tears.
And it so happened that Chiu-Yung’s life had just come to an end.
So, he allowed me to reincarnate with her body.
Pui Yu (HARBOURS DOUBTS):
I don’t believe it, no.
There is no such thing as using other’s corpse for one’s reincarnation.
Obviously you are trying to find an excuse to abandon me.
Wai-Neung (EMBRACES HIM, AS IF WOOING A CHILD):
Silly boy, silly boy;
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if you did not believe in the reincarnation idea,
can we make a promise now,
and verify its truth later?
Pui Yu (TAKEN ABACK):
What do you suggest?
Wai-Neung:
Silly boy,
if you do not believe Chiu-Yung would indeed be Wai-Neung after
my incarnation,
now I make you this promise:
When we meet, I will laugh three times and cry three times, express my
feelings about the separation,
and say the Sanskrit prayer in secret…
Pui Yu (NODS IN COMPREHENSION):
All right –
When we meet,
the one who can laugh three times and cry three times,
express feelings about separation,
and say Sanskrit prayer in secret would be Wai-Neung.
If the person I meet could not do so would not be Wai-Neung,
and if that happens,
I would leave immediately,
and go die to make my feelings clear.

Wai-Neung (SMILES AND NODS):
You have my word.
Pui Yu (INNOCENTLY):
I have your word.
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Wai-Neung (gwunfa):
If only souls could reunite by the studio window,
the plum would blossom at midnight for second life.
Riding the wind, I slip into the red little house,
occupying the corpse to reconnect with the life of our love.
(DASHES BEHIND THE CURTAIN OF THE HUT. SUDDEN LIGHTNING
AND THUNDERSTORM; CREATE EFFECT OF TWO SHADOWS DASHING
OFF ONE BY ONE QUICKLY)
Pui Yu (sings melody from instrumental prelude of “Blaming My Lover”):
Tonight I shall pay a visit at the pavilion of the fair lady,
to check out the reincarnated soul.
I do so not because I am unfaithful and wish to make another proposal.
(KNOCKS AT DOOR.)
Lo Tung (ENTERS FROM STAGE LEFT CARRYING A SMALL BLUE
LAMP; sings same melody as Pui Yu’s):
Vaguely hearing someone knocking,
I wonder who it is.
Carrying the lamp, I ask for his name.
I am weeping for my daughter,
who has just passed away.
Who is knocking at the door?
Pipa music
Pui Yu:
Open the door please, old gentleman.
Pui Yu comes to visit.
Lo Tung (OPENS DOOR WITH MIXED FEELINGS. HOLDS Pui Yu
WITH BOTH HANDS; LEADS HIM IN; in a weeping voice):
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Pui Yu,
I hold your hands in sadness and loneliness.
The butterfly comes when the flower has already withered.
The lamp is out,
and she has died….
Pui Yu:
Oh, Chiu-Yung has passed away?
(Lo Tung NODS; WIPES Pui Yu’s TEARS; slow woodblock)
Pui Yu (SHAKES HIS HEAD, BUT IS STRUCK BY AN IDEA):
I learnt that she has passed away already.
Lo Tung (heavy gong stroke):
Oh!
You were far away,
and my daughter’s soul has just left her Embroidery Chamber.
When and how did you know that she has gone?
Pui Yu:
Oh……well……
Lo Tung (SOBS AND COMPLAINS):
Sigh, you unfaithful man.
(speeds up)
When my daughter was alive,
she made her vow to you in front of the flowers and trees.
Now that you have learned about her death,
you ought to be crying with me.
How come you do not have the slightest dash of sorrow…
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Pui Yu:
Hum….hum….hum……sigh,
Heaven dictates life and death.
There is no way to seek the return of her soul.
I just wanted to visit her in her illness,
but did not expect the messenger of death to have beaten me to it.
Hum… hum.. …When exactly…when

(mukyu)
When did the Infernal King claim Chiu-Yung’s life?
Lo Tung (SOBS; mukyu):
At the first watch the wind started to stir and her soul was claimed.
Pui Yu (gong stroke):
Um, right, right!
(Lo Tung STUNNED.)
Pui Yu (SPEAKS TO HIMSELF IN A SILLY MANNER, AT STAGE FRONT):

When I said goodbye to her
(POINTS OUTSIDE)
in the banana grove,
it was exactly the moment when her soul
(POINTS INSIDE) left
the chamber.
Right…right…
she came no earlier and no later.
She died just at the right moment.
Lo Tung (MAD):
Eh?
Dying at just the right moment?
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(HOLDS Pui Yu):
Scholar, what are you saying?
Pui Yu:

Hum… hum…hum…

(TRIES TO CHANGE TOPIC)
She… she… she…

(mukyu):
For what did she get such an enduring illness?
Lo Tung (mukyu):
Apparently lovesickness.
Pui Yu (mukyu):
Where may I greet her soul, and cry in front of her charming shadow?
Lo Tung (POINTS TOWARDS THE HUT, mukyu):
The body is already cold lying in the red house.
Pui Yu (mukyu):
Is it staying there waiting for the certificate of reincarnation?
Lo Tung (mukyu):
We have to wait until tomorrow to close the coffin.
(WEEPS; CAN NO LONGER SPEAK.)
Chiu-Yung (CALLS SOFTLY):
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Pui Yu, Pui Yu!
(HER HAND DANGLES FROM THE FENCE OF THE HUT)
(Lo Tung AND Pui Yu LOOKS UP AT SMALL HOUSE.)
Chiu-Yung (SCREAMS):
Pui Yu! Pui Yu!
Lo Tung (THRILLED):
My daughter has returned to life!
She is alive!
(ALL EXCITED)
Pui Yu (SHAKES HEAD, APPEARS TO HAVE KNOWN SOMETHING):
Hum!
I just knew that she would resurrect.
(NOT EXCITED AT ALL)
Lo Tung (COMPLETELY IN THE DARK; SHOWS DISPLEASURE):
What…
Chiu-Yung (FOLDS UP CURTAIN SLOWLY; WAVEES AT Pui Yu):
Pui Yu! Pui Yu!
(sings “Blaming My Lover” AS SHE COMES DOWN FROM THE HOUSE):
The green lamp was once out, but now it sparkles.
Occupying the corpse of another person for another life of mine,
I try my voice again.
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I feel the coldness from the night.
My wasp waist has been bent three times for the loved one to pick me up.
My body is as light as a sheet of paper.
(Lo Tung COMES FORWARD QUICKLY TO HELP HER STAND)
Chiu-Yung (SHIES AWAY):
My soul has just incorporated by the window of banana leaves,
my spirit has yet to settle.
Thank you very much for helping me stand,
old gentleman.
Lo Tung (COMPLETELY CONFUSED):
Ah! My daughter is returning to life.
But why is she calling her dear father old gentleman?
Sigh… Chiu-Yung,
this is the home of the local prefect,
not the Chancellor’s Residence.
You don’t have to feign insanity as you did.
(Chiu-Yung SMILES; JUMPS AND FALLS INTO Pui Yu’s EMBRACING
ARMS.)
Pui Yu:
Meeting you in the Embroidery Chamber,
I have to certify that you have incorporated with Chiu-Yung’s body.
Chiu-Yung:
Are you asking for the permit of revival?
Pui Yu:
Naturally I am impatient for love.
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gong stroke ends abruptly
(Lo Tung COMPREHENDS NOTHING AT ALL.)
Chiu-Yung (Long and loud call in high register, the Peking Opera style ):
Pui Yu!
My darling!
My bitter feud!
(Lo Tung AT A COMPLETE LOSS)
Chiu-Yung (Pekingese crying lead; laugs):
Haha! Hehe! Hahaha!
(Pui Yu SHAKES TO HER RHYTHM)
(Lo Tung STUNNED)
Chiu-Yung (long yiwong):
I cried three times and laughed three times.
There will be no lack of conversation hereafter.
I have lived up to my promise.
I treaded on the way to Jen Chow on the third of the month.
Then I spent the night at the Pavilion of Departure.
I left the area of Cheung Fa on the sixteenth.
Staying in an ancient temple in the evening really scared me.
I was lucky the permission for reincarnation of the red plum was granted.
I recited the Sanskrit prayer line “Amitābha.”
I cried three times, and laughed three times.
I cried because there won’t be a date when the virgin can revive. I
laughed because Wai-Neung’s revival permit was granted.
Pui Yu (JOYFULLY HOLDS Chiu-Yung’s HANDS; yiwong):
We left the capital and travelled for a hundred miles.
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Our love has evolved and strengthened on the way.
Remember you invited me to stay at an inn at night?
None of your fellow ghosts had any sympathy for us.
I pushed the quilt away and tried to embrace your flowery shadow.
But you rejected me,
saying shyly that you were as cold as ice.
I tried again and again,
but you gave no response.
You smilingly pointed at the moon over the Mirror Lake.
You asked why it was necessary to stir the shadow and fondle its shape.
Over the thirty days we slept in the open and dined with the wind,
You complained a hundred times I was naughty.

(Pui Yu and Chiu-Yung LOOK AT AND SMILE AT EACH OTHER.)
Lo Tung (heavy gong stroke):
Eh?
Sleeping in the open and dining with the wind for thirty days?
Chiu-Yung had been lying ill by the studio window.
Her chamber was closed,
and she could not have had any affair.
How could she sleep in the open air and dine with the wind…. You
foolish Scholar, it was you who made Chiu-Yung turn insane.
(WITH CONSIDERABLE ANGER, GRABS Pui Yu; gwunfa)
The wind kept the Jade Building firmly shut.
The rain locked the banana leaf window into silence.
The virgin never was in Cheung Fa.
When did she sleep in the Pavilion of Departure?
She feigned insanity to rebuff the Chancellor.
Now that there is no wind, and the waves have been calmed.
why does she turn crazy again?
One unties a knot with the original knot-tier.
While I worry why she is still behaving in a crazy way,
you are here as much a nut as she is.
(Chiu-Yung IN SMILES; WALKS ASIDE LOWERING HER HEAD AND
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COVERING HER MOUTH)
Pui Yu (FINDS THE WHOLE THING EMBARRASSING):
Esteemed Master Lo, Master Lo!
(moderate beat without prelude):
A red plum has reincarnated.
The love from the fence has been grafted onto the love by the willows.
The sky hangs high at night
She who lowers her hair is no longer your pearl,
but the shadow of one from the netherworld. She
is Lee Wai-Neung,
whom I met at the Tiger Hill while wondering at willows.
Her soul stayed in the Phoenix Terrace studying sutra.
After the scene at the Chancellor’s Residence,
you were free as a bird.
I, however, was imprisoned in the lion’s den.
Had this fair ghost not shown pity on me,
I would have long been dead.
She and I sailed and travelled for a thousand miles,
until we arrived at the city of Yeung Chow.
(accelerando)
The cold moon above the banana grove showed the way;
paper butterflies skirted over the beauty’s soul.
The permit for revival has long been issued;
love rekindles through reincarnation through appropriating a corpse.
(gwunfa)
If it were not substitution with the same face,
I fear that I could not take care of both the spoiled willow and the
fresh flower at the same time.
(Lo Tung AS IF AWAKEN FROM A DREAM; WEEPS; slow woodblock)
Chiu-Yung (SLOWLY APPROACHES Lo Tung, KNEELS; gwunfa):
I have revived,
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and I have an understanding companion.
But how could I bear to make you lose a daughter at your age?
(Lo Tung WEEPS EVEN HARDER)
Chiu-Yung:
This new soul still has the same old face.
Do not worry that nobody will take care of you.
(KNEELS LEANING BY Lo Tung):
Dad!
Lo Tung (WEEPS; slowly):
Chiu-Yung!
(noises and shouting from the backstage):
His Excellency Chancellor Ga arrives!
(Pui Yu AND Chiu-Yung LOOK AT EACH OTHER, TURN PALE.)
Lo Tung (gong stroke):
Don’t panic!
My children.
The nation’s swindler shows up eventually.
(grand gwunfa)
I have been expecting the giant serpent to enter Mo Ling.
(gong stroke)
I still have shackles and chains around my waist.
The shackle from the netherworld is going to take the life of the Chancellor.
(STANDS WITH HIS HANDS OVER THE SHACKLES)
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(Pui Yu HELPS Chiu-Yung UP TO THE PAVILION ON STAGE LEFT).
Percussion pattern for grand gwunfa
(Lun-Yi ENTERS)
(Twelve strong guards CARRY SWORDS AND LAMPS; ENTERS IN TWO
ROWS AND STAND BY THE NARROW PATH.)
(CHANGE LIGHTING TO DAYTIME)
(Ying-Chung AND Gong-Sin ESCORT Chi-Doh BY THE TWO SIDES. ChiDoh REMOVES HIS FULL MILITARY GARB).
Chi-Doh (AT STAGE FRONT; gwunfa):
The little bird has returned to its nest and left the Embroidery Valley. The
starving tiger has left the mountain and is visiting Yeung Chow city.
I am to snatch the flower and bring it back to the Hall of Great Pleasure
to plant, to break willows and trample on the flowery path.

(WAVES HAND)
(Lun-Yi LEADS GUARDS UP THROUGH THE DOOR. ALL STAND IN SET
POSITIONS)

Chi-Doh (gong stroke; SHOUTS):
Support and lead me in!
Percussion pattern in the Peking Opera style
(Ying-Chung AND Gong-Sin LEAD Chi-Doh IN)
(Lo Tung HOLDS SHACKLES WITH HIS HANDS; DOES NOT ADDRESS
Chi-Doh)
Chi-Doh (gong stroke; GLANCES AND NOTICES):
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Old man, old man,
Why don’t you kneel upon seeing me?
What do you want with your shackles and staring at me?
Lo Tung (SMILES COLDLY):
Uh-huh,
I wish to swallow you womanising swine alive.
I am going to chain you up, old wrack!
Chi-Doh (heavy gong stroke, slow woodblock, TURNS ANGER INTO
A WICKED SMILE; haugu):
Haha!
Old man,
by teaching your daughter to feign insanity,
you did deceive me.
But now you yourself are feigning insanity as well.
It won’t work this time.
Nevertheless, I am not coming to arrest you,
But rather to offer betrothal gifts in person instead.

Lo Tung (GIVES A FROSTY SMILE; haugu):
Hum, as they say,
one may feign insanity but not anger.
The virgin feigns insanity to avoid the Chancellor.
Now this old man is angry,
and is going to arrest the nation’s swindler.
Payback time is near.
Chi-Doh (ROARS WITH LAUGHTER):
Hahaha!
How wonderful a performance, old man,
what a great show!
(haugu; TURNS SERIOUS):
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Old man, as they say,
young grass cannot withstand strong wind,
and old trees cannot stand the axe.
Cut it short,
your drama is of no use,
it is pointless to reject my request for marrying your daughter.
Lo Tung (haugu):
Wicked Chancellor,
you had better know your rule is to end soon,
justice will now be seen.
This is no drama;
I am exercising law and order on behalf of the Emperor.
(HITS Chi-Doh)
Chi-Doh (POSTURES; TURNS BACK TO GRAB Lo Tung; rapidly):
Phew!
The country is ruled by law.
Lo Tung:
Also those of the Emperor’s.
Chi-Doh:
Since you know both the country and the emperor have laws,
You should know not to offend those in high positions.
What right do you have in calling the righteous wicked?
I am Chancellor,
head of all officials.
In what capacity and of what authority you are going to arrest me?
What are you?
Lo Tung (haugu):
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Phew!
I earned my Title by the age of thirty,
and had served the Right Minister until my hair turned silver.
I was stationed at Seung Yeung as Vice General.
Seeing that the Country was ruined by rogues,
I resigned to lead an ordinary life.
Chi-Doh (promptly):
Get real;
you are but a common man,
what thing are you to be so rude to so high an official?
Lo Tung (rapidly):
Phew!
No ordinary man would forgive a beast wrapped with human skin.
Every person would seek to take on the nation’s swindler,
the official most evil.
Chi-Doh (TURNS BACK, PUSHES Lo Tung, DRAWS HIS SWORD;
fast chungbaan in the old style):
Would this mountain tiger be afraid of a midget?
I still have renewed authority since my retreat in defeat.
Eighty battalions of fine soldiers are under my command.
Am I frightened by whatever woman trap?
Stop yelping about your loyalty and righteousness,
let me put an end to your lowly life with my royal sword.
(string ensemble to play music in accelerando; APPROACHES WAVES SWORD
AT Lo Tung THREE TIMES IN INCREASING MENACE. Lo Tung RETREATS
IN POSTURE)
(Pui Yu AND Chiu-Yung COME FORWARD; KNEEL TO PROTECT Lo Tung.)

Chiu-Yung (WEEPS; with musical accompaniment):
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Sir Chancellor, Sir Chancellor,
my kind father offended, with however much energy he has left,
merely out of his love and desperation to save his daughter.
I beg for your forgiveness;
your generosity is great as the ocean is wide.
Pui Yu (with musical accompaniment; rapidly):
Sir Chancellor, Sir Chancellor,
do be generous and kind.
Let him have a bed to die in at this feeble old age.
Pray do not give him a violent death now.

Chiu-Yung (SOBS):
Sir, I plead for your sympathy.
Pui Yu (SOBS):
Sir, I beg you to keep his head.
Lo Tung (sings ancient fast moderate beat):
I cast the net again to catch the long whale.
The fish struggles with the big waves,
and stirs up the water to be as high as the mountains.
But there is no wind in the mountains,
and the rain gradually dies out.
Let me search my waist pocket,
and show the secret order.

(TAKES OUT DECREE BY THE NEW EMPEROR.)
This is to publicise your betrayal.
like the wicked minister Cao Cao facing Marshal Kwan at Wah Yung Path.
Talking about gratitude and grudges,
I’ll make you cut your beard, abandon your sword,
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and escape like a defeated general fleeing his city. Who
would dare to disobey the new Emperor’s decree?

Gong-Sin (with music accompaniment):
Master Lo, Master Lo,
hitting a stone with an egg is to invite disaster;
as foolhardy as the mantis trying to hold the wheel from turning.
Please think seriously, my senior!
Ying-Chung (with fast accompaniment):
The old one should take care of himself.
As they say,
even living things as insignificant as an ant still embrace life;
please do not seek death so lightly.
Not to mention that the sword is near, but the royal law is far.
(place some emphasis on the last line)
Gong-Sin (SOBS; with musical accompaniment):
Hope the old gentleman would retreat in difficult situations.
Ying-Chung (LAUGHS SARCASTICALLY; with musical accompaniment):
Not getting himself end up in fire.
Chi-Doh (heavy gong stroke; slow woodblock, GRABS THE SECRET DEGREE,
SMILES COLDLY AFTER READING IT, gwunfa):
The sword is near, and the law is far.
How many battalions of army would this piece of paper bring?
(TEARS THE DEGREE INTO PIECES)
First I shall abduct Chiu-Yung to the capital,
then I shall return to finish this Lo Tung’s off.
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(Lun-Yi COME UP TO GRAB Chiu-Yung)
solemn noises from backstage
Chi-Doh (heavy gong stroke; percussion pattern):
Oh!
What, what, what noise is that?
Lo Tung (FONDLES HIS BEARD, SMILES):
Ahem,
the sword was near, but the royal law was far, eh?
Nonsense.
The royal law is right here, and the sword is nowhere to be seen.
Chi-Doh (REALISES THINGS HAVE TAKEN A TURN FOR THE
WORSE, SHOUTS):
Ying-Chung, go and check things out.
Ying-Chung:
Yes sir!
(GOES BACKSTAGE FROM STAGE RIGHT, THEN RE-ENTERS)
(more noises from backstage)
Chi-Doh:
How are things?
Ying-Chung (GRIMLY):
Uncle! It is all over!
Chi-Doh (heavy gong stroke; THROWS BEARD):
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Eh!
What do you mean?
Ying-Chung (grand gwunfa):
Say not that the building is unguarded.
It turns out there are soldiers everywhere along the corridor.
Swords have long been planted amidst flowers.
gong stroke
Chi-Doh (promptly):
How many of them are there?
Ying-Chung (continues with gwunfa):
Under the willows, and in the banana groves,
shadows of swords are everywhere.
(heavy gong stroke; Chi-Doh THROWS HIS HANDKERCHIEF; IN GREAT
SHOCK)
Lo Tung (TURNS TOWARDS THE DOOR, AND TAKES A BOW AT
A DISTANCE):
Please, Sir Right Chancellor!
(SUPPORTED BY TWO ROWS OF SOLDIERS, Kong Man-Lei (AGED
NINTY) HOLDS A ROYAL DECREE AND ENTERS THROUGH THE
MAIN GATE):
The Royal decree reads:
Chi-Doh (DOES NOT KNEEL; gong stroke):
Aha! Your honour, Minister Kong,
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A royal decree has just been read.
How come there is now another royal decree?
What is wrong with the present one?
Lo Tung:
Old Swindler!
What you tore up earlier was a fake note stating that you have betrayed
the king.
This one is a real decree condemning you and announcing your sins.
Man-Lei (gong stroke; SHOUTS):
Ga Chi-Doh, listen to the Edict detailing your crime.
The Imperial Edict reads:
Chancellor Ga Chi-Doh ignored the law of the Court,
and failed to save the city of Sheung Yeung.
He spent time around the clock with his concubines only,
indulging in lustful endeavours.
His liaised with enemy nations and was intent on betraying.
He is dismissed from his post of Left Chancellor with immediate effect,
and is demoted to a commoner.
Together with his wicked colleagues,
he will be sent to the Ministry of Punishment,
and then exiled to Go Chow.
Chi-Doh:
All obey the Emperor.
(STANDS UP)
Lo Tung (percussion pattern AS Chi-Doh STANDS UP, GRABS Chi-Doh,
grand gwunfa):
You are convicted for the crime and sentenced for exile in Go Chow.
But the old debt in Lum On is yet to be settled.
The Minister no longer has his official gown on.
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I want to leave a mark of crime on your neck.
(KICKS Chi-Doh SUCH THAT HE FALLS. AS Chi-Doh STANDS UP AGAIN,
PULLS SHACKLED OVER HIS NECK; percussion pattern; DRAGS Chi-Doh
OVER TO STAGE RIGHT AND SHOUTS):

Arrest the wicked gang!
(Two guards COME FORWARD TO HOLD Ying-Chung AND Gong-Sin)
Chiu-Yung (EMBRACES Gong-Sin; in high voice):
Gong-Sin is innocent,
Gong-Sin is innocent!
(Man-Lei INSTRUCTS THE GUARDS TO RELEASE Gong-Sin WITH A
HAND GESTURE)
Chiu-Yung (SOBS, haugu):
Sister, Sister, you showed me love me at the bridge of Tiger Hill. I
also showed you love under the moon in the banana grove.
I am grateful for the incense you offered me in the Red Plum Terrace. In
return, I thank for your virtue and grace here in the Apricot Lane. From
now on, you can lead a new life, and be freed from the lion’s den.

Gong-Sin (KNEELS IN SURPRISE; haugu):
Miss Chiu-Yung,
we met only once at the Chancellor’s Residence.
We have never made friends with each other.
Why and for what do you thank me?
And what is all this talk of love about?
Pui Yu (haugu):
Sister Gong-Sin,
Lo Chiu-Yung has left the human world.
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So that Lee Wai-Neung managed to reincarnate with her body.
Chiu-Yung is Wai-Neung.
The reincarnated red plum will remain a legend.
Chi-Doh (haugu):
I was spellbound,
Hence I am now chained up.
No wonder they say,
one realises his sins only after having been woken.
No drama ends without debt being cleared.
Lo Tung (gong stroke):
Hum, what a good line,
no drama ends without debt being cleared.
(gwunfa)
Write up the romance of the Reincarnation of the Red Plum,
half for its message about rights and wrongs,
half about love.
All (CONCLUDING PHRASE):
The good story of the Red Plum shall become a legend.
CURTAIN
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